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b
gBSTRACT
i ,z5
This document is Volume II, the Problem De-inltion, of a
five-volame report compiled for the Marshall Space Fhght
C?nter by the Aerosp=_ce Division, Westmgh)ase Defense
and Space Center, Baltimore, fron_ industr 5 studies con-
ducted for the purpose of consolidating and _xtendlng studies
of detection, tracking navigation and gmda_ce systems for
future space rniss:ons.
Volume II establishes the nature, relative mportance, and
potential growth of missions to be attempted m the near
P future and provides a Problem Definition t_ serve as the
r basis for the Analytical Solution of Vellum( III
i In this volume, the general problem of de'ermining system
reqmrements for future space missions il developed into the
specific problem of the detern :nation of .'.,avigatmn and con-
trol sensor requirements for local or onboard guidance of
the manned or unmanned lunar mission. As a preliminary
to analysis, tr_e lunar missions :s dividet into phases. Those
considered for analysis are, in order of misszon occurrence;
Midcourse Phase, Parki_-_g Orbit arid De scen_ _hase, Lunar
Landing Phase, Lunar Ascer, t Phase, a:d Lunar Rendezvous
Phase. Trajectory and guidance models and an analytical
plar_ are developed for each phase for tne subsequent analyses
conduct d in Volume III. ;_c.th the PrcbIem Definitian and the
.Analytical Solution for E_rth Orbital Lendezvous are con-
tainea in Volume IV.
b
I These studies have been organized a-ong guidelines furnished
by MIL-D-8684A, paragraphs 3.4.3 1 and 3.4. 3._'. J/},_7
i/ii
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
i
Listed below are so_:e common terms which are used often in this report.
The definitions pertair, to the usage of these words in this report and are. r_ot
necessarily Intended to be general.
mlsslon - a particular type of space fhght; e.g., manned lunar
mission, unmanned Mars m_ssion, etc
phase some time-segment of a space mission which is signlfl-
: cantly different from other tlme segments; e.g., mid-
course phase, landing phase, etc.
state - the complete specificatior, of a space vehicle's transla-
tional location and motion; i.e., thzee compcnents each
of position and velocity at a partlcu]a," time.
observable - an observable is some measurable quantity which is re-
lated to the vehicle state, such as range or range rate.
guidance a generic term covering the overall problem of causing
the space vehicle to arrive at some desired zgrgct ]oca-
tion; includes Navigation, Guidance Logic, and Control
(see below).
OBSERVABLES SENSOR EST,MATION
STATE
_m_ CORRECTION
4 COMMAND PREDICTION =.
[CONTF_L GUIDANCE LOGIC
m!
1750B-VA- 153
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navl_ation - the subsystem of the guidance _ystem in which the e_t_-
J_ated state of the vehicle is developed Includes sensing
(of observables) and estimation.
guidance - the sdbsystem of the guidance =ystem in which the esti-
mated state is used to compute some steering or correc-
tion conimands which w;lt cause the spacecraft to arrive
at its desired destination.
control - the sub_,_,tem of the guidance system in which control
co_nmands are implemented with thrust contzol.
tra_ector__" - the time histo.-y of spacecraft position and velocity.
nominal - precomputed trajecto_-y whic-h 1_ de,ined as the ;rai_ctory
trajectory which will be flown if no guidance _ystern errers occu,-.
x
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SU MMA iqY
"[he Problem Definition presented in this volume has as its objective to
orovide a clear understanding of the problem to be solved and consists of a
general and a specific definition of the problem requirements derived from an
overall (xamination of the problem. Major categories req,_iring e_olic!t def-
"nition include the nature and priority rating of anticipated space missions and
the pertinent characte_-istics of trajectories, guidance laws, and sygtems
relating to NASA's future space goals.
In Section i a brief history of the study program and its principal objectives
are given and the study methods used to perform the st,:dies are described.
In S_ction Z the various space missions and mission ohases required to
define the scope of tke problem are dis,zussed. An order of mission priority
_,_established e s follows
i. Malmed Lunar Mission
2. Earth Orbital Rendezvous
3. Unmanned Lunar Mission
4. Manned Inter,lanetary Mission
The lunar mission i_ Lhen divided into missi)n phases for purposes of analysis
an4 a typical mission profiie, similar to the Apollo mission profile, is chosen
fui a1_.alysisof the manned lunar mission.
In Section 3 a general statement of the guidance problems to be solved are
given along with the Part II study objectives. Emphasis on na, igation sensor
accuracy and limitation of the study to onboard systems is discussed.
In S_ctions 4 through 8 tl.e Lt,nar Midcourse, Lu,-.=r Parking Orbit and
Desce_:t, Lunar Landing, Lunar Ascent, and Lunar Rendezvous Phases of
the ma,nned lunar mission are examined, and in these sections trajectory and
guidancz system models are develcped preparatory to the Part II analysis of
Vt fume Ill.
xi/xii
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I. INTRODUCTION
The continuing rapid advancement of United States space capability will
depend upon increasing present state of the a:t technical capabilities in many
areas. One of these areas, which will assume greater importance as more
complicated and more distant space mlssions are attempted, is guidance of
spacecraft. Most space flights to date have been relativel>, . .__,ple from a
guidance standpoint for two reasons.:
a. C-round control of all operations has been feasible due to the rela-
tive closenes's and visibility of tLe space vehicle. = • ._
= b. Guidance operations have bee_ theoretically straightforward in . _
most cases, since the_vehicle is in ballisticflight'after burnout of - '_:,
= the orbital booster. _ _" ^
J
_ A_hough there_have been some exceptions to the above restrictions,, such :: :'--
as Syncom and Mariner, guidanc e operations on past-space missions have
: been relatively sinl. ple compared to guidance requirements on the Apollo . ._
• mission. Thus, itmay be said that the Apollo mission will usher in a whole _- . . -
new era in space guidance since operations such as thrusting into a_lunar = _ . -_ c
orbit, lunar orbit determination, lunar landing, lunar ascent, rendez_;ous, _ '__'
and return to earth will be require_. These operations will be typical of
:,
lunar and planetary missions in the_post-Apollo period. :
= Over the past few years a large amount of llterat_tre has been generated _
! by various investigators in the area_ of luna_ and interFlanetary flight. -_
While it might hav_ been expected that as a result of the many extensive
spaceflight research programs being'performed many of t}_e l_rformance
requirements for guidance system sensors would have been analytically
derived, verified, and published, in many areas this has not been the cas_.
Many such studies either analyze some small segment of a mission for a
• special set of conditions and Without regard for the overall mission, or else '_
._ are perforrned with the objective of demonstrating that a given sensor per-
forrnance is sufficient for some mission segrneut witn_" examination of
"_ what performance_is necessary and-without regard for wh_t sensor con_g_ra- -=
tions are optint_.l. Nevertheless, touch of this material is useful to serve
-_ aa a basi_s for the objective determi:_ation of sensor requirements in areas ,_
where this has not previously been done. _ .,
i
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In July of 196Z, parallel contracts of seven months duration were issued
by the NASA Headquarters Office of Adv;_nced Research and Technology, to
thLKee contractors: Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Raytheon Co.
Missile and Space Division, and the Aerospace Division of the Westinghouse
Defense and Space Center. The common objective of these studies was "To
establish requirements for advanced spaceborne detection, tracking, and
navigation systems employed _.n manned and umnanned space ._,issions".
Specific tasks were:
a. Conduct a survey of available pertinent information and literature
and, on this basis generate a Problem Definition (Part [ Engineering
Report)which establishes the nature, relative importance, and growth
potential of missions considered for the prescribed period and which
formulates an analytical study _rogram for the objective determina-
tion of sen,'or _performance requirements in areas where this has
not previously been done.
b. Using the Problem Definition as an input, generate an Analytical
"_ ' _ S,_lution:(Part H Eng.neering Report) to determine Sensor require-
_- :_ : ments on {he ba_sis of r'equired system per;ordnance and-consider
: these in terms of present state of the art, for various sensor types.
: E
1
: The contracts stated thatparagraphs 3.4. 3.1 and 3.4. 3.2 oIMIL-D-8684A
(Aer), paragraph 3.4. 3, were to be used as a guideline for conducting the
_ :studies.
. Technical cognizance at contractinception was vested with the NASA
" Langley Research Center. Technical cogrdzance of the-last three months 6f
the contract duration w&s giyen to the Marshal/ Space Flight Center of NASA.
This compilation report, Volume If, h_teg,-ates the Pitt I efforts of the three
contractors into a Part I Problem Definition for this compilation report set
of docu.n-lenl:s.
I; I DAMV METHOD- _
, The study method of MIL-D-8684A(Aer), paragraph 3.4, 3, is often
referred t O as the DAMV (D_fi_rit_.-,n, Analysis, Mechanization, Verification) _
method and is frequently used in the design'of complex weap(ms systems for
:the Navy,. (Ref. 1-1) A block diagra_n of the method is showr/in figure 1-1.
: In Part I, Pro_blem Definition, the operati0nal requirements and the fixed
'_Pr0blem constraints are utilized as inputs to develop system concepts and
mathematical models for analysis of requirerfients. The Part I r atputs are ",
inputs to Part H, Analytical Solution, in which mathematical analysis is
performed on the syste m concepts, uti3.{zir, g the a.,_lytical models developecL
in Part I. _ The result _f this analysis is the set o_ fUuctional requirerner, ts-and
" constraints which ,viH solve the model problem generated in Part i. _qote that
1965010258-015
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Figure 1-_. ]3lock Diagram of tbe DAMV Method of Systems Development
although state of the art in equipment development may be considered in Part . -=-
2, it isnot one of the primary inputs and;rises not act as a rig_ _.constr'aint : :
on functional requirements. This notion is the key idea in the whole DAMV_.., .! "-:
approach; i.e. functional requirements are developed somewha: apart from ,_
spdcific hardwareconsiderations, inste'ad of determining the performance _
obtainable from a specific set of equipment.
Two advantages of this method are apparent: : : : _
a. Requirements are limited only by considerations of the basi
physics 9 f the problem. _ .:
b. The comparison between different equipments to perform the :same
job becomes moze readily apparent.
In Par.* TT1', Mechanization, explicit system design a_.d fabrication is under
taken and, accordingly, state of the art hardware limitations play a direct
role. Compromises of functional requirements and hardware limitations are :
evaluated:in order to arrive at a reasonable design. When pr3to_ype equip- "
ment has been designed and developed, Part IV, Verification (equipment
testing), _ i_s beg,.m. Then_deficiencies in system design which show up in
: testing:are fed back into Part I5 LU order to analyze the effect on overall pe r-
[ formaztce O_ a system that is not ideal.
L
i The DAMV method just described is for the comPlete design anddevelop-
ment of a system from original concept to operational use. However, si/_ce
the NASA contracts were for paper studies rather than operational equipment,
only the first two parts of the process, Problem Definition and Analytical '
_ Solution, w_ere employed. A more_detailed outline of how tS, ese phases ar_
utilized for the proolem of interest is given in the _ollowing subsection.
- • .: :,
:_. ',,,,,: _ '_ _:.
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I.Z OUTLINE OF STUDY EFFORT
, Figure l-Z is a detailed block diagram of the first two part_ of the DAMV
approach as they are actual W applied to .this study.
! 1.2. I Problem Definition
In Figure l-Z, the upper line is Part I. the Problem Definition, which is
described in this paragraph. The first step was to clarify and define the
scope of the work to be done to ensure agree]nent with the contracting agency
on the problems to be investigated. This was accomplished by surveying the
ivnportant literature pertaining to spaceflight and by trips to NASA centers to
determine future spaceflight plans by making a preliminary examination of
some ofthe missions. This examination of missions revealed that although
•i ,-: are a great many possible space _nissions, most of these have
well-defined phases (Launch, Midcourse, Rendezvous, etc.) which are
s:J'nilarin principle; i.e., "_'edifference bet_veen phases of any mission is
much greater than the difference between similar phases of @._fferent
missions. As a result, itw: s decided to subdivide the analytical workt ~
_h_zording to phases rather uhan missions. The delineat{on of mlssioh
. _h_se_, together with accounts of trips to NASA centers, was pr_:sented to :
' NASA L_agley in a prelimina:y work statement and approved. _ Work was
th_.n begun on the detailed'Problem DefinitLon.
C
The work done in the Problem Definition included selection of mission
priorities, delineation of the pha_es to be analyzed, the development of
a_sumptions and constraints on tile problem, the listing of expected enyiron-
mental conditions, and the generation of an analytical plan.
Final/y, the system models and trajectory m0dels for anal_-sis were
: ; chosen for each of the five phases of the Man:led Lunar Mission. These
models served as inputs to Part iI, the Analytical Solution.
Mission p_ior_ty was assigned to Various missions using criteria su_.has
mission importance, guidance q0perations required, and mission probability.
Tbe Manned Lunar Missi9n was selected as being of highest priority, in the
post-Apollo era, wit/a three other missions as,u.,,ed to be of lesser priority.
It was derided to extensively analyze five space-flight phases: Midcourse.
Lunar Orbital, Luna_r Landing, Lunar Ascent, _md Rendezvous. It was-felt
that this *selec, tioz, eHectively covers the spectrum of difficult guidance tasks,
except for e-.rth launch and reentry. These latter two phases were deleted
by NASA I,angl_y pri,nar_ily because uhey have been extensively analyzed
elsewhere.
L
L
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PART I I
t
Pl_Oe LE M ASSUMPTIONS
AN0 CONSTRAINTS I
FdqELI W_ fIARY D(IrlNITION 1 I MO_[L
C_c _GPIE OF s'ru_' SYNTHESIS
RANKING OF I
MISSION I S EL EC ,T'=(,_I C_
ANALYSIS ("BSERVA6LES
_ : ' O_LIN£ATION OF I _'
"" i PHASES I I
_uqo -C:-
TRIPS TO SELECTION OF
NASA I NAVIGA, TIONCENTERS M E Tiq,@O-
NASA -" [ i
&PPI_3_AL ANALYTICAL , _ . , _ • -
PLAN . •
PROeLEM PART TT
• OEFINITION :"
QUALITATIVE SEl IrGTI_4M OF PAIrlAMET._IC CURVES
SYSTEM. _ SYSTEM
_L(S} I ,_A_METERS PARAMETRIC _FFrCT ¢ S_NSOR
VARIATIONS ' " REOUIR_MEN rs
AND AND '
-- SYSTEM _ SYSTEM TRAOE OFFS- " GUiDaNCE
I _,a_¢MI. _UAjI TITA. CO,MPARI_5 POL:CIES
ITIvE TRA_ECTOIIY TRJI_'ECTO_Y SElq3,0R CO.NF_GURA TION ,
l WOOEL - GENERATION , _ J
t
Figure 1-ao Block Oiagram of Study Prog_arn
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t
!
I CPrtain assumptions were macie, such as iimiting launch vehicles to Saturn
! V (Ref. I-2) capability, and imposing son,_ tiajcctery. PnerEv constraints,
l -in order to ensure that a realistic analysis was being conducted. In addition,
i environmental conditions which could affect navigation and guidance sys_rn
i performance are listed although these factors would have greater effect on
i
[ mechanization than on analysis.
E
0
The most important outputs of the Problem Definit.un are tllemodels for
analysis developed fol each of the five mission phases studied. These models)
for analysis consist of system models and trajectory models. Development
, of the system mcdels entails the selection of observables for navigation and
: selection of _;_:e navigation and guidance procedures. Development of trajec-
r
: tory rl,(;cl s is accomplished by specifying the critical trajectory parameter
i desired, such as lunar close approach, etc.
I. g. 2 Analysis
In Part If, Analytical Solution, the semi-quantitative system and trajectory :
models developed in the Problem Definition are first defined explicitly, then
utilized in Computer programs to develop parametric tradeoffs. Figure I-2
•"- : :indicate s-a general outlfne of the plan for the a.aalytical work.- The Analy*ical
Solution is contained in Volume IlL
• ,%
r
L
1-6
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2, MISSIONS
In order to determine sensor req-iiements quantitatively, the space
missions for which these sensors are applicable must be defined. The prop-
er selection of these missions will ensure that the resulting sensor specifi-
cations are sufficient not only for _-_e missions seJecl_ed, but also for most
other space missions in the _ne period of interest (1968-75).
g.1 GENERAL CATEGORIZATION OF NIISSIONS
Although the totalnumber of possible space missions is limitless, there ;
are certain general characteristics of all space rrdssion_ which are useful
in categorizing the rnissiohs._ This cat_gorizatio_ limits the totalnumber
C_fmissions to beconsidered and also illustrates the Cozn_nonalit_/ of certain
:i_ases of maKy s-pac_ missions.
Table _-1 lists possible future manned space missions _ccording to
destination, earliest feasible launch date, mzssion d_ration, and objectives.
Table 7-; is a llkecategorization of unmanned missions (Ref. _-1).
3.
_Inaddition to the missions listed in tables Z-l and Z-;, one possible
mission, wl_ch might be manned or unmanned, is the re,"_e of a space
vehicle or its contents. This rcassion win not be considered here.
Inspection of tables Z-1 and Z-g reveals that fub_re _ oace mission8 can be
broken down into three general areas according to distance: near-earth,
lunar, &nd interplanetary. Although the possible scientific and trai_ir_g %4
experiments which .'nay be performed on these missions are varied, they :
wilihave little eHect on guidance requirements. Therefore, general mission
selection can be done on the basis of the broad categorization shown in ,'
.! tables 2-I and 2-Z without regard to the exact details of the various missions,
The charter of the study e_for_ was to investigate sensor requirements :
, for guidance Of advanced _pace missions. Therefore, near- earth space
missions other than _he ma.uned space station are not considered in the ....
_' study, since theyare ou_ide the study field-of-interest and guidance require.
ments are expected to be simpler th&n for more complex missions such as.
lurer landing. -:However, the manned space station is o_ special interes _, due._ _--
to the rendezvous requirements and also since it is a mission which will :- " ,_
1 , very likely be flown within _he decade.
i "
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Table 2- 1
MANNED SPACE M/SSIONS
!
Destination Earliest Feasible [ Duration Purpose
Launch Datp I
Near Earth Present Less than g weeks Training
(earth orbit) Astronomical
obse rvations
Equipment and
personnel testing
m
Late 60's Long stay time Space station:
(months - years) Astronomical
- observation _
Meteo rological
study
,, Personnel and
: _' : equipnaent testing
: : Co _-munications _
: Biological studies
,, L
Lunar 1967 approximately Surface observatibn
(circunalunar or 1 week Training, testing.
-_ orbital i - of techniques and
eQ uipme nt
L_nar 1968 I week Technique develop-
(landing) 'ment and training.
Geological samples
Human observation
and surveying
)
jl
Lunar 1970 - several months ALSS
(lunar stay) Lunar explora_on
and geodetic
s urveying.
Mars or Venus 1975 : 1 to 3 fears Technique develQp-
!_ Flyby rnent, close'h_n
: Obse rvation O_[_-
planets. Test!r,g.
Plaaet_uy 1980 I to B years Same ae abo,':;
. (_rs or Venus but over e_tended
: " orbiter) time.
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TABLE 2..2_
UNMANNED SPACE MISSIONS
Earliest Feasible
Destination Duration Purpo3eLaunch Date
Near- Earth Present Minutes Resear:h
(ballistic) Material_ study
Vehicle tests
Near Earth Present Depends on Meteorological
(orbital) satellite lifetime research
C ommunic ations.
Radiation belt study
Field study
Relay station
,Cislunar Space Present Hours - months Env_ronmel.tal
or years observations
Lunar Present 3 days Lunar surface
hard-lander) .photography .- =
_ _nar 1965 Greater than Logistic vehicle
(soft lander) 3 days Close surface
: photc graphy
: Envi_omnent testing
Surface hardness
evahating
bLunar 1966 Greater than Lunar su..'face
(orbital) 3 days photography
Hidden side
photography
U m ,xu i
Planet flyby Present Several months - Interplanetary
orbit landing '66 - '67 year environment study - -
'68 - '69 Planetary study of
surface atmosphere
b_logy fields
4
,i
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Required energy is also an important limitation on the types of mission
"_hich can be realized. Thus, it is assumed that manned planetary landings
are beyond the scope Gf tl-.i_study, since the energy requirements for such
a mission are beyond the capabilRies of launch vehicles planned for the next
decade.
As a result of the factors mentioned above, primary emphasis of the study
is focused upon lunar missions, the manned space station, and interplanetary
missions, not including landing. In the follo,:mg subsections the mission
Fhas.-§, mission priorities, and mission profiles utilized in this study are
d_sc ,ssed.
g. _ MISSION PHASES
.Although there are a gre_t _uy i_ssible space missions, most of them
consist of seversl different phases, which are characterized primarily by
distance from some gravitationsl body, atmospheric Or non-am)ospheric
conditions, and powered or unp_wered flight. The differences between phase s
of a m-_zsion are norma_y more pronounced then the differences between
- _ -aimilar phases of different.missions. For instance,-_he veloaities, trajectory
__ : s_pe, pro/pllsion metli_ds_ etc on the n_dcourse__an d !kndlng__phases -Of a :,
-. lunar mission are _uite disgi,Tdlar, while the differences I_etween the rrddcourse
phases o_ interplanetary and lunar missions are much-less evident.
: : In general, the_'ar'ious phases and operations of possible space rrdssions
given i_ chronological order are as follows: : :
L
a. Prelaunch
: I_ Launch r_ earth orbit
c. Earth _rki_S _rbit
d. Earth orbit rendezvous
: e. Launch into escape or near-escape trajectory
f_ Ballistic flight to region of moon or planet :
= g. Planeta._/(or-lunar) approach
h. Thrust into planetary (or lunar) orbit
i. Planetary (or lunar) orbit
j. B a_listlcdescent from orbit
k. Powered descent to hover
: .1. De_cent from hover to surface
m. Ascent from surface
n. Rendezvous (tow_hin 500 feet)
o. Rendezvous terminal docking
" : p. Return injectioninto earth-bound trajectory -
: q. Ballisticreturn to earth = = -
: r. Reentry into earth's atmosphere
s. Slow descent to _arth's surface
c
c
-c
." 2.4
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The above listwas considerably shortened and consolidated in order to
map _)utreasonable areas of analysis. Since there has been conslderabl'-
work done on requirements for items a, b, c, r, and s, these items wer_
deleted from the list.l Thus, for this study, the phases of interest are
those frcm thrust into an earth-escape trajectory until return to the earth's
atmosphere, in addition, many of the phases in the above listare sho_t
enough or sufficientlysimil_r to other phase._,so that they may be analyzed
together. Thus, the listof phases as revised for this study is as follows:
I. Midcourse Phase _.. Launch into earth escape on near escape
f. Ballisticflightto moon or planet
g. Planetary {or lunar) approach
q. Ballistic return flightto earth trajectory
H. Orbital Phase h. Thrust into planetary (or lunar) orbit
i. Planetary {or lunar) orbit
j. Ballisticdescent from orbit
Ill. Landing Phase k. Powered descent to hover
i. Descent from hover to surface
IV. Ascent Phase. m. Ascent fzom surface
V. Rendezvous Phase n. Rendezvous (to within 500 feet)
o. Rendezvous terminal docking
The Lreahdown of space missions into the five basic phases listed above
end.bledthe analysis of one phase to be made independently of the analysis of
each other phase. At the same time, complete mission _na)y's_sis achiev-
able simply by matching the rms output errors at termination of one phase
to the rms initialerrors for the sub--equent phas,:.
As for the missions under consideration, the phases ]_stedare similar
regardless of whether lunar or interplanet_z-ytrips are oeing considered.
The prin_ary differences are the greater distances involved in all phases of
a planetary mission and the planet atmosphere (on Vents or Mars).
_. 3 MISSION PRIORITY RATINGS
The following mission priorities were assumed for this study:
1. Manned Lunar Mission
_. Earth Orbital Rendezvous
3. Unmanned Lunar M.ission
4. Manned Interplanetary Mission
l
Conference between Westinghouse and NA_., Langley at Langley Field, Va.
in 196_-.
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This ranking was made with the guidance of NASA Headquarters in
December 1962. Some of *,.he considerations for priority-ranking the
-nissions are as follows: (1) mission probability, (Z) mission importance,
(3) difficulty and importance of guidance related to present statc of the art,
and (4} expected date of mission.
From all standpoints, mission i, the Manned Lunar Mission deserve_
first priority since the mission will surely be attempted, the mission :.,as
great importance as a national gc_l, and it is an advancement of manned space
exploration capability. The guidance techniques (involving rendezvous and
ascent from the lunar sarface) are dif-dcult, and state of the art developn_ent
is not yet suf;i:ient to offer simple solutions to these gu2dance problems.
Miss,.n z, Earth Orbital Rendezvous, is rated second because ti : ,nanned
space station concept has recently been the subject of renewed interest both
in NASA and in the Defense Department. It is now reasonable to assume
that the manned space station will be a large post-Apollo effort. However,
the Earth Orbital Rendezvous mission is rated lower than the manned lunar
flight due to its less irnn:ediate timing and the fact that the mission requires
cnly one special guidance function (i. e., rendezvous) with a near-earth space
station.
Mission 3, the Unmanned Lunar _,::ssion, rates lower thau the first two
in the areas of mission importance and g.ddance difficulty. Since the
vehicle is unmanns d, guidance require, ,_nts (in terms of accuracy, not
mechanization) might be less severe since the possible loss of human life
is not a facto:. Also, it is expected that unmanned flightswill utilize
beacons on the lunar surface - whichshould considerably ease guidance
problems.
Mission 4, the Mazmed Interplanetary Mission, rates last on all counts
except difficultyof guidance. At present, it would appear tha_ the mission
will be flown only.ifmanned lunar flightsare successful and politicaland
" economic conditions in this country in the 1970's are favorable er such an
* ambitious space venture.
Z.4 EFFECT OF PRIORITY RATINGS ON ANALYSIS
The priority rating of missions developed in the previous subsection ha_
resulted in a modification of the phase-by-phase ovtline r.hown in subsection
_.Z. In order to weigh the analytical results according to the priority
ratings, the following procedure wan adopted iu analy_ inp each of the phases
listed in subsection 2. Z. First, a Manned Lunar Missis, "_a_been assumed
for the analytical work on the phases listed. Second, s:n¢ :he Manned
Lunar Mission and the Earth Orbital Rendezvous are dissimilar except
' possibly for rendezvous, the work on E_rth Orbital Rendezvou_ is presented
in a separate volume (Volume IV) of this report.
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: As for the Unmanned Lunar Mission, since there would be no tifference
""stems, thebetween requirements for manned ano umnanned guidance ..
results obtained on the analysis of the maimed mission are directly applicable
to unmanned missions. The greatest differences between the missions will
be Jn the implementation of the guidance system rather than the requirements,
I since the presence of a human operator on board gives the manned system a
significant advantage e.qpectaHy because of lus optical recognition ability.
The trajectories used for _-,,._nned missions may differ from the ur_anned
flights, due to the probable elimination of lunar rendezvo,,_ on the ura-nanned
missions. However, _.his will generally simplify guidance requirerr.ents.
,
i Therefore, it can be assumed that the rcquiL _ments for the Manned Lur_ar
Mission will include those for the unmanned m_.ssion.
The lowest priority mission, the Manned Interplanetary Mission. is
accorded least attention. No analysis of requirements specifically for the
; interplanetary mission were developed. However, many of the general
| principles of space navigation which have been developed ix: study of the
:' Manned Lunar Mission are also applicable to interplanetary flights.
i
• 2.5 MISSION PROFILE
!
For this study, first priority was assigned to the IVlanned Lunar Mission.
In order to make the problem definition more concrete, a specific mission
must be selected for analysis. It was decided to use a mission profile
similar to that of the Apo.Uo mission. The reasons for this choice are as
follows:
i a. The Apollo mission profile is relatively complex _rom a guidance
standpoint due to th_ luvar rendezvous technique employed. Thu3, analysis
•' of this mission is desirable since it represents a difficult case and includes
phases which are representative every conceivable guidanceof almost
operation.
p
f.
i b. Once a successful Apollo mission has been completed, succeeding
manned lunar missions will probably follow mission profiles similar to the
,r
first flight, rather than devise some radically different trajectory
configu ration.
|
i:
! The mission profile which is assumed as a base line in this study is
: illustrated in figure 2-1 and described in the following paragra_,hs.
!'
[J
'._
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[ z. 5. 1 Midcourse Phase
The spacecraft is injected into a translunar trajectory from an earth orbit
of 18S-kin altitude. Z Injection occurs at a longitude of about 17S d_grees
from the earth-moon line at ti,-ne of arrival. The mldcourse trajectory is
approximately coplanar with the plane of the moonJs orbit about the earth.
The space vehicle requires 73, 2 hours to arrive at a lunar close approach
' (2_riselenum). At nominal time of periselenum, the moon is nearly at its
maximum dqclination.
3. 5. ;' Lunar Orbit Phase
This phase is assumed to begin at nominal time of rnidcourse periselenum.
At this time, a retrothrust of about 800 rr/sec "._ _nl.ti._ted to place the vehicle
: in a Z00-krn orbit xbout the moon. The vehicle then travels ballistically for
about 1 3/8 orbits while navigation data is acquired. When the lunar orbit
estimation has been sufficiently refined, a luazar landing module is detached
-rom the mother vehicle and a retrothrust is fired in order to place the
lander on an elliptical path with a periselenum of Z0-krr about 90 degrees
from the point of retrothrust. This is the so-called synchronous orbit
method which allows automatic rendezvous of the two vehicles if descent to
: the lunar surface is not initiated.
; Z. 5. 3 Lunar Landin_
When the landing vehicle arrives at a Z0-km altitude, at a distanc_ of
310 km fxom its landing site, the main landing engines are ignited and
powered Descent Phase begins. This phase employs a near-minimuxn fuel-
thrusting program to arrive a¢ a hover condition (zero velocity) some SO0
meters above the lunar s_:rface. From £his point, the human operator
controls £he desce-_to5 the vehicle to the lunar surface.
,.
2. 5.4 Lunar Ascent
After surface :i_erationo have been completed, the lunar lander is launched
from the !un_.r surface into a 30-kna parking orbit in order to arrive, at the
corzect phasing for the rendezvous with the mother vehicle. "/he vehicle
is powered all the way, with a pitch-program such that the burnout occurs
_vhen the vehicle has achieved a horizontal velocity equal to orbital velocity
at 30 kin.
ZSpecific numerical values are used throughout tni_.description of the
nominal mission profile merely to indicate the magnitudes involvud.
However, the ana'_yses (Vol. _ were not restricted to use of these
exact values.
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Figure Z-I. Mission Pro_le
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Z.5.5 Lunar Rendezvous
q_he lunar lander has been injected into a 30-km orbit compared to a ZOO-
km orbit and thus "catches up" (in lunar cent,'al angle) to the mother vehicic.
Whet, their relative positions are correct, the lander (now the chaser) fires
" .ocket-s tc send itself into a transfer trajectory in order to achieve a
rendezvous a" Z00 krn with the mother (target) vehicle. This transfer is
ballistic until the chaser is within Z5 krn of the target. Achve rendezvous is
then initiated and continues until the vehicles are mated. After rendezvous, the
spacecraft would inject into a moon-earth transfer trajectory, but this return
trip was not analyzed in the study.
• Note that the on/y difference between the mission profile described above
and the non_inal Apollo mission profile is t-haton the first Apollo flight a
direct ascent to rendezvous will be employed rat]set than the parking orbit
mode described above. However, the direct ascent tc rendezvous is also
analyzed in this report.
Also it should be mentioned _hat, although the Apollo missicn profile was
used as a base for __._-lysis, the results are not restricted to this particular
,. mission.
Z-10
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3. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND STUDY OBJECTIVES
In this section a generalized statement of the fundamental guidance prob-
lem is given and the assumptions and restrictions o:. the study program are
developed and discussed.
3, 1 FUNDAMENTAL GUIDANCE PRCBLEM
The primary function of the guidance syste-n for a space vehicle is to
cause the sp,z_e vehSale to arrive at some orescribed t_rminal conditions at
the end of its flight. These desired termix, al conditic, ns might include posi-
tion, velocity, attitude, or attitude rate at some particular end time (fixed
time of arrival). Alternately, time of arrival lnay not be constrained exactly,
so long as the proper dynamic conditions are met by the vehicle within some
reasonable tinle.
Other desirable conditions which should be met by the guidance system
are: minimization of fuel, adherence tea preplanned "nominal" trajectory,
and avoidance of conditions so drastic (e.g., high g-forces) as to damage the
spacecraft or its contents.
Figure 3-I ;.s a fun:tional block diag.'am of a space guidance system. 'lhe
diagram is quite general, yet complete; i.e., any guidance system can be
defined in terms of the diagram shown, and conversely, specification of all
the blocks in the dlagram completely defines a system.
As shown in figure 3-i, the general guidance problem can conveniently
be subdivided into three primary functions: Navigation (consists of sensing
observables and estimating vehicle state), Guidance Logic (consists of gener-
ating control cornxnands to meet the desired end conditions) and Control
(consists of implementation of control corrunands by rocket motors). Some
guidance schemes may derive control signals directly from the observations
without determining the "estimated state" shown in figure 3-I as an inter-
mediate output. This refinement isnot considered important and, in general
the guidance systems investigated in this study will take the form shown.
The guidance systems analyzed in this study may be conveniently classified
as open-loop systems or closed-loop systems. During the Midcourse and
Orbital Phases, for instance, velocity corrections will be brief and most of
3-I
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![ the time the vehicle will be in free-fhght. Therefore, betwe=n velocity cor-
' rections the guidance system used in these phases is open-loop; i.e., in
figure 3-1, only the "estimated state" is generated and the feedback loop
: (guidance logic and contr.'! is not activated. However, dLring powered flight
l phases, such as Lunar Landing or Ascent, the steerin_ commands con-
; tinuously affect the observations so that a closed-loop .;ys'.ern is in effect.
ii .m
=NITIAL j
: E,ST;MATE
i ½
' O_ S_'_I:NAT1ON ESTIMATION
TRAJECTORY SENSORS ,,-,-
DYNltMIC3 ......... I EOL_T IONS
NAVIGATION
i CON T ROL
I[ l COMMANDS
_7500- V11-54[
I
! Figure 3-1. Functional Block Diagram of Generalized
Space Guidance System
3.2 EMPHASIS ON NAVIGATION
i
! In the study of the phases employing closed-loop guidance systems, pri-
mary eznphasis is on the navigation aspects of the overall guidance problem
rather than the guidaace logic or control (see figure 3-I). This choice was
made because of the desire to emphasize sensor requirements, rather than to
detail control mechanization requirements. In the Lunar Landing guidance
analysis, typical control systems and errors are assumed but there is no
attempt to optimize these systems. The intent is to choose control systems
in such a way that the resulting analytica_l models are reasonable.
Since the primary emphasis is on navigation rather than control, and
since determination of sen_or requirements are of paramount importance,
attitude control requirements are not analyzed in great detail except as they
3-Z
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are implicit in the derived results. For instance, the determination of allow-
able pointing error for vehicle thrusting during the Midcourse Phase implie.'.:
attitud_ control accuracies which are within thu allowable pointing error.
!
3.3 C'NBOARD METHODS
Major emphasis in this study i_ on onboard guidance systems. Although
there a_e some phases of the Manneg Lunar Mission which might well be
controlled from earth, such as the Midcourse and Orbital Phases, the study
emphasizes analysis of onboard systems for seve-'al reasons:
a. The use of an onboard guidxnce system allows the use ot ealth
tracking as a _ackup (and vice versa).
b. Earth-tr,:king accuracies have been rather thoroughly investigated
by Jet Propulsion Labs, and equipment for _ccomplishing t_,is tracking is al-
ready in existence (Ref. 3-1, 3-Z, 3-3). 'thus, further ana_.ysis in this area
would tend to result in duplication.
c. Since one of the primary motivations for this study is deterrnination
of future sensor requirements, further study of gro_,nd-tracking methods is
': unnecessary, since these methods do not entail the development of new sen-
sor S .
d. Terminal guidance and navigation of lunar missions should be x_lth
respect to the moon, not the earth, in order to remove effects of uncertainties
in location of the moon. Thus, local guidance is desirable.
Ground-tracking me_.ods are discussed in this study only in the Midcourse
Pha_e, and even then on/y as a base for comparison with onboard methods.
3.4 OBJECTIVE METHOD OF ANALYSIS
In summarizing the overall problem statement and assumptions, it is
again emphasized that in this study the approach taken was as objective as
possible. In other words, every attempt was made to avoid constrainivg the
analysis by assuming specific hardware at the outset, especially _r, the case
of navigation sensors. The analysis was always aimed at _ruaucing functional
requirements for sensor equipment rathe: than by as_.':,ning specific equip-
ment and then determining how well it solves a pa,-t_cu/ar problem. In this
way, it _s felt that _he results shown are generally applicable to the problem
of guidance of a manned lunar missiou.
The following sections consist of a more detailed aiscussion of the
Problem Definition for each of the five subphases of the lunar mission:
Midcourse, Lunar Orbital, Lunar Landing, Lug, at Ascent, and Lunar
Rendezvous.
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4. MIDCOURSE CUIDANCE PROBLEM DEFINITION
A general statement of tbe guidance problen-_ from the Prob'_m Definitlc:_
study for The Manned Lunar Mission is as follow_:
"Determine the guidance system requirements and techniques necessary
to acbieve the guidance oi a manned space vehicle to a preselected point above
the lunar surface with a velocity such that appropriate landing techmques may
be used. The following constraints are imposed on this guidance system:
Near-minimum fuel expenditure, reliability consistent with manned operation,
and compatibility with predicted post-Apollo launch and spacecraft equipment. "
Although the above statement seems ratker broad, note that it entails
guidance to a specific location, not just the achievement of some safe lunar
altitude. Note also that the requirement for compatibility with predicted
post-Apollo equipment restricts the guidance situations to those arising from
a Saturn V launch since this is the only presently planned vehicle capable of
delivering manned vchiclea to the moon in the post-Apollo period.
The following subsections an the Midcourse Phase are devoted to deriving
an explicit definition of the problem from the general statement given above.
This problem definition consists of a group of trajectories for which
guidance i_ to be accomplished (subsection 4. 2) and system models (subsec-
tion 4.4) which _re to be analyzed for performance requirements. In addlti_n,
some of the data such 2s astronomical quant_ies which are essential to the
study are liste " " _ Appenci:: A of this volume.
s
4. 1 MIDCOURSE TRAJECTORY CrlARACTERISTICS
To define the midcourse guidance problem q_ntitatively, trajectory
models must be generated which are representative of the types of trajec-
tu, ies which might be flown on actual missions and illustrate the effects of
various trajectory parameters (trip-time, etc.) on guidance syst=,-_requlre-
ments.
A typical translunar trajectory for achieving retrograde lunar motion i3
:llustrated in figure 4-1a. Part (a) of the figure shows the flight path in
earth-centered coordinates. Part (b) shows the so-called approach hyperbo_,_
which results frcm plotting the flightpath in lunar coordinates.
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Figure 4-1. Translunar Trajectory
: 4. 1. 1 Flight T!me/Energy Relationships in Midcourse
One of the tactors which will affect guidance system requirements is the
flight time oithe mission. This is because the flight time will determine the
velocity profile throughout the flight, which in turn will affect the propagation
of erro;-s. Also, the flight time determines the amount of movement of
celestial bodies during the flight.
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The primary considerations affecting the choice of flight time, especially
for _. manned miasion, are the payload-energy requirerrents, which make a
slower ,qight more desirable, and the life-support requirements, which favor
use of a shorter flight. Although the purpose of this study is to determine
sensor requirernents rather than to optimize 6_ght tlmes, a good idea of the
fh-_ht time/energy tradeotf is gi,ren in figure 4-Z (Ref. 4-1). It can be seen
that for flight times above about 60 hours, the tr,p tirr,e increases very
rapidly with decreasing burnout velocity. It is apparent, then that there xs a
lower limit on the burnout velocity required to keep the trip-time reasonable
For the initial Apollo flight, the flight time has been selected as approximately
72_ hours.
140-
l
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Fisuze 4-Z. Trip Time as a Function of Burnout Velocity
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4. 1. Z Injection Altitude
Most presently available data on the Saturn V launch vehicle (Ref. 4-Z) is
based on a 185-kin earth parking orbit for lunar flights. Fherefore, it is
assumed ;.n -his study that midcourse injection ",viii occur from this altitude.
4. 1. 3 Tra)ectory Plane Orientation
The nominal inclination of the madcourse trajectory plane depends to sorne
extent on the desired inclination of the orbit achieved at the moon. In the mid-
course study it is assumed that an equatorial orbit around the moon is desired. :_
There are several reasons why it is desirable to achieve a 1,mar orbit
whic:, is in tbe plane of the lunar equator. For one thing, it makes the use of
lunar rendezvous techniques simpler, since even if a vehicle separates and
descends to some landing point on the equator, both vehicles will remain in
a nearly equatorial plane and rendezvous can be accomplished with no expen-
sive plane-changes. This is not true for orbits _hich are inclined an
appreciable amount to the lunar equator. Another reason for choosing an
equatorial lunar orbit is that the region near the equator is better mapped
than the higher latitude regions and guidance and landing operations in the
equatorial region wi,1 be less uncertain.
The simplest way to achieve an orbit around the moon's equator without
requiring any plane-changing thrusts is to send the space vehicle on a trajec-
tory which is coplanar with the plane of the moonts orbit about the earth. If
this is done, and the space vehicle arrives in the vicinity of the lunar equator,
then the result is a flight path which is concentric and coplanar with the lunar
equator such that a lunar equatorial orbit may be achieved by retrothrusting
at any time in the trajectory without requiring a plane change. This is
illustrated in figure 4-3.
Since the miv-,.,==,-n inclination orbit achievable is equal to the latitude of
the launch site, then an in-plane launch from Cape Kennedy can be achieved
J only when the plane of the moon's orbit is inclined to the earth's equator by
more than 28. 5 degrees. During the years 1968-1975, the inclinatio_ of the
: lunar plane v-,ries from Z5 to 30 degrees (Ref. 4-3) so that a nearly in-plane
launch can always be achieved during this period.
Use of a parking (or coasting) orbit before launch considerably reduces the
launch window restrictions on day and time as shown in Ref. 4-4. However,
since injection into the lunar transfer trajectory must occur some 175 degrees
: in longitude from the earth - moor_line at time-of-arrival, launch to a
southerly declination moon is desirable if injection is to occul over the
Atlantic Ocean. At any rate, in this study, the only concern is with the
In the'analysis of the Orbital and Landing l_nases, the orbital inclination does
not affect the analysis and the assumption of an equatorial orbit around the
moon is not made.
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inclin_tkon of the ,pidcourse trajectory plane, not with how the particular
trajectory is achieved, except for the case of ground tracking.
For attaining lanar orbits inclined to the lunar equator, it is clear that
this can also be achieved with an m-plane launch by aiming at some place
other than the region of the lunar equator, as shown by the dashed trajectory
in figure 4-3.
NORTH POLE
=,_'_EARTH
_r,_Ut _.:...._ TRAJECTORY PLANE FOR
NO,t-EQUATOR IAL ORB, r
PLANE OF LUNAR _._
ORBIT AND VEHICLE '_'_"_,...,L
; TRAJECTORY
LUNAR EQUATOR (TILTED
APPROXIMATELY 7 e TO
DECLINATION OF THE
MOON )
1750B-VA-S7
Figure 4-3 In-Plane Trajectory to Orbit Around Lunar" Equator
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4. 1.4 Target Altitude at Moon
To achieve a lunar altitude of x km _n the ZT,OSt economical manner possible,
the midcourse trajectory should be designed so that the nominal altitude of
close approach is x kin. Therefore, the choice of target altitude at the moon
invo:ves a choice of desired lunar orbital altitude. Although requirements
may vary from mission to mission, it would appear desirable to keep thls
ait_tude as low as possible consistent with mission safety in order to al:ow
optical surveillance from the spacecraft. Nominal lunar orbital a.titudes of
I00 kr:._ up to thousands of kilorr.eters have been considered in other studies
but no definite reasons are given for higher altitudes other t.han large guid-
ance errors. Therefore, in this study only low-altitude orbits are con-
sidered.
As far as total velocity requirements are concerned, there is no particular
advantage in any given altitude, since in any case, the requirement is to
bring the vehicle to zero velocity at some hover altitude above the lunar sur-
face. The velocity change reqmred for this task is a Cunctlon only of the
energy brought by the vehicle into the lunar gravitational field; i. e. , a function
of t/iD-time not orbital altitude. Another way of saying this is that the energy
added to the vehicle depends upon the distance toward the potential source
attained regardless of th_ particular path taken.
However, total correction velocity and fuel consumed are not linearly re-
lated if the correction takes an appreciable amomlt of time (i.e., is non-
impulsive). This means that for some important practical cases (like the
constant-thrust gravity-turn landing technique), the required thrusc I_¢eI de-
pends on the initial altitude and a greater payload can be delivered using a
relatively high-thrust engine starting at a low altitude than a low-thrust
engine from a higher altitude. This is another reason for trying to make the
midcourse target at as low an altitude as possible consistent with mission
safety.
4.2 TRAJECTORY MODELS
The previous subsection discusses some of the trajectory characteristics
which could conceivably affect guidance requirements. The considerations
mentioned were used to generate requirements on trajectories which fulfill
the following requirements: (I) represent typical trajectories and (2) illustrate
the effects of variation of trajectory parameters on guidance system require-
ments. The trajectories chosen are discussed in the following paragraz_hs.
s Mid.course Trajectory I
As an ex._mple of a typical trajectory which might be utilized on arr,anned
lunar mission, a trajectory having the following characteristics was generated:
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Launch Altitude Trlp-Tirne Perise;,_-nurn Altitude i _ _b
185 km ?Z.Z hours t,/O-_,_ 0_ -138.-475 ° 27--55 _
Periselenum = Point of close approach at ,noon
i = angle between trajectory plane and lunar orbit plane
_, = angle between earth-.noon line at launch and earth-moon
line at zero lunar declination (ascending).
_b = angle beh.:ee,, l-.u-.a_ orbit plane and equat_rial plane.
The numbers used here are considered to be typical values such a-_ those
which m,ght be used on the Apollo mission reference. The lunar inchnation
to the equator, _b, of 77. 55 degrees occurs during the years 1966 and 1972..
The value _ -" -138 475 degrees corresponds to injection over the .North Atlantic
after a short coasting orbit for arrival at th_ moon near maximum negative
declination. The approximate Apollo flight time is 7Z hours. The choice of
a Z0O-km periselenum altitude was made arbitrarily, but this parameter is
varied in other trajectory models.
• Midcourse Trajectory II
To determine the effect of shorter trip times (and higher velocitles) on
guidance requirements, a trajectory requiring only 63.9 hours to arrive at a
133-kin periselenumwas generated. In other respects, this model is similar
to Trajectory I; i. e. , it is an in-plane flight to th6 moon arriving near
maximum negative declir_tion.
Midcourse Trajectory HI
To determine the effect on guidance requirements of having a trajectory
out of the lunar orbit plane, a model trajectc, ry in which the fl.ght path makes
an angle of 77. 5 degrees w_th the plane of the moon's orblt about the earth
was genelated. This trajectory is similar in other respects to Trajectory I,
except that the moon is nea," zero declination (descending) instead of maximum
negative declination v/hen the spacecraft arrives.
• Midcourse Trajectory IV
To evaluate the effect of variations in the periselenum altitude on the
guidance accuracy, a trajectory was generated which is identical to Trajec-
tory I except that a periselenum altitude of I00 km was used instead of Z00
kin. This might be expected to increase guidance errors, since the lower
periselenum al_itude willentail higher apFroach velocities and thus, greater
errors.
|J
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4.3 POSSIBLE GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
Figure 4-4 is a functional block diagram of a space gudance system. The
diagram is quite general, yet -:omplete; i.e. , any guidance system can be
defined in terms of the dmgram shown, and conversely, specification of a _1
the blocks in the diagram completely defines a system. Thus, setting up a
mission model requires choice of: observables, sensors, methods of
estimation, guidance logic, control mechanizatlo_, and control monitoring
(if any). In the following paragraphs, these areas are examined and discussed
in order to dete;mine the possible system models, in addition, potential
problem areas and methods of analysis are identified for the models chosen.
CONTROL
11'5oB- VB-79
Figure 4-4. Functional Block Diagram of Generalized
Space Guidance System
4.3. I Observables
Since the navigation problem consists of determining the translational
state of the vehicle; i.e., its position and velocity with re lpect to the planets
of interest (earth and moon), the only useful observable¢ are those physical
quantities which directly relate to, or are themselves range and velocity.
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Attitude measurements (such as might be obtained from star sightings only)
can in no way contrlbute to knov.:*.edge of the vehicle's translational state, and
they are essential only f_r cc'_::_,: _.,,,}_._sea. l'hus, the list of possible
obs£, rabies useful in midcourae narration is short:
Range (to eartb or moon)
Rarge-rate (to earth or moon)
Velocity-rate (to earth or moon)
Angles between earth or moor, and stars
The above list does not include measurements of the angles between stars
as they are too far from the earth-moon system to be of any use in deter-
mining position. However, this great, distance makes stars useful as coor-
dinate references, since they will always appear ip *he same relative direction.
Range-rate to stars {by doppler shift of starlight} is _ considered, as this
process is evidently not sufficiently accurate for space navigation. Finally,
angle-rate is not considered either, as this quantity is too small to be ,-r_.eas-
urable throughout most of the midcourse flight.
4.3.2 Methods of Observation
The known methods of observing the quantities listed in the previous
paragraph are listed below in order to indicate feasibility of utilizing various
obser_-ables:
Optical measurement of angle subtended by earth or moon.
Ground tracking of beacon or transponder on spacecraft.
Timing of radar echo from earth or moon.
Velocity:
Ground tracking of beacon or transponder on spacecraft.
Active doppler radar in spacecraft.
Velocity Rate:
Accelerometers (for accelerations other than gravitational).
Angles Between Earth or Moon and Stars:
Measurement of antenna azimuth and elevation angles on ground tracking
system.
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i Optical measurement of angles between star direction and reference poi_t
{horizon or landmark) on earth or moon.
Note tPat this l_.stitem includes the measurement of ind1",'icualb2,=,_car.g!e=
at various times. It is important to mention that there is no requirement for
simultaneous measurement o. spa¢,_ angles if the appropriate mathematical
methods are used on the H_ta, i.e., position "fixes" are not required (See
e.g., Ref. 4-5).
r
In the above listing, methods of preserving an angular orientation by usingi
inertial dev_, a_" ere :,__t o_sidered separately, since these methods
• e_sentially measure the two sides ol an angle by optical methods at different
times and are thus no different, in principle, than the direct measurementt
of the space angle at once.
It is also important to note that accelerometers can measure only accelera-
tions other than the gravitational field of interest and thus can supply no
information about the vehicle's translational state in a free-flight condition.
t These devices can be used only to monitor velocity control actions.[r
4.3. 3 Methods of Navigation Coznputa_ion
!
! Figure 4-4 shows that the space guidance problem is actuall)r a feedbackL
[ control loop, wit_ observations of the vehicle's translational state being used
to compute control commands which, in turn, affect the translational state.
However, during the entire midcourse flight between the earth and the moon,
only a few short-duration velocity corrections are required, so that most of
the time the feedback loop of figure 4-I is operating open-loop. Since this
is the case, the navigation, guidance logic and control functions can be
analyzed separately since they will have littleaffect on each other.
The navigation aspect of the problem can be s_,_'-l--_,y _tat_,] :s follows:
Given some initial estimate of the ,'eb;_[ie_stranslational ._'at_. and 3ome
subsequent observations of _he state, dtterrnine an im_-e,'ed estlmate of the
vehicle's present state and its state at some future time. It is clear that
both of these estimates are required in order to generate the proper control
commands to achieve the desired target conditions.
The motion of a small mass in an XYZ coordinate system is governed by
equations which can be represented by the following:
1
Such as using two star directions to establish an inertial reference, then
measuring the azimuth and elevation of a planet with ret_pect to this
reference.
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f
P
[ i_- fl IX, v, z, tlI
I
i
[ _; = fz (x, Y, z, t) (4-I)
I
z: f3(x' Y, z, t)
Equations 4-I are functional representations of the nonlinear differentlal
equations of motion. When more than one attracting body exerts a slgnificant
gravitational pull on the space vehicle, such as the earth and moon, there is
no explicit solution to equations 4-I except by numerical methods. As a
result, the usual practice is to linearize equations 4-I about some reference
trajectory. Expanding equation 4-I about some reference trajectory (r) at
some time, t, there is:
(X + _')() = fl + _-'_) _LX + _y + _-_) AT. + higher order terms
(y + Ay): f2 +\-_) ZIX + _k--_i Ay +_--_) AZ + higherterms order (4-2_)
: (Z + AZ)= f3 _.1 _ +\'-_'_) Ay +_--_-) AZ + higher order terms
where _ = (X-Xr), AY = (Y-Yr), AZ = (Z-Z r) where X r, Yr' Zr are the
reference coordinates at tir.,et and X, Y, Z, are the actual coordinate=.
Neglecting the higher order terms and subtracting equation 4-I from equation
4-2, gives:
:\-_/_x+t_)_ +\-_7_z
_7:\:/_x +._\-_--)_+\_7 _z :_-_)
,,_: ,,x+t,_) ""+t,_ "_
Equations 4-3 are linear approximations to equations 4-I where the un-
; knowns, LXX, Ay, AZ are deviations from some reference coordinates rather
than the true coordinates themselves. It.has been found (Ref. 4-6, among
: others) that as long as the true coordinates are relatively close to the
L
t
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reference coordlnates (:.e., not an abort co,_dit:on), then llncar approxlma-
tlons such as equations 4-3 can be used effectively. The forrr,ulation of
equatior,s 4-3 was used in this study, thus solving the problem o[ findlng use-
ful mathematical approximations to equations 4-I.
Another n-Lathematical probtem in space navigation is the fact that the
observations of the trajectory (and therefore, the estimates) will never be
perfect. Since this is the case, statistical methods should be employed to
utilize the data in some optimum way in order to obtain the best possible
trajectory estimate.
Another reason for employing statistical methods in space guidance is
that such methods are convenient for handling partial data and it may be qulte
difficult to obtain a complete position fix on any one observation. One
method of taking a position fix is to sim_JJtaneously measure the range to a
planet and the azin_uth and elevation of t,leplanet in some inertial coordinate
system. Obviously, this job would be easier if these measurements could be
made separately. Thus, some method of handling partial data (e.g., range
o_'a ._ngle angle) is desirable.
These problems were solved my JPL for their determination of trajectories
by use of the so-called weighted least-square technique. This process,
which is des=ribed more completely in Ref. ,_:-",consists of estimating the
vehicle tr,jectory based on all the observed data (range-rate and angle at the
tracking stations) and the estimate of initial conditions and measurement
_ errors. One problem with using this method is that the large amount of data
which must be handled simultaneously makes computer requirements
formidable.
What was needed in this situ%tion was a recursive method of data-
processing, in which an estimate of the vehicle state could be made using
only the previous estimate and the ne_v bit of data. This problem was solved
in 1561 by S. F. Schmidt and G.L. Smlth of Ames Research Center (Refs.
4-6 and 4-8). These investigators applied some modern notions of linear
control theory developed by R.K. Kalman (Ref. 4-9) who had developed a
general minimum variance solution to the Wiener filtering prohlern. This
minimum variance solution consisted of a set of recursive equations which
were applied by Smith and Schmidt, to the trajectory estimation problenA.
It turned out that the trajectory estimate provided hy _he minimum
variance method utili.,_edat Ames was identic_l to the estimate obtained by
the weighted least-squares procedure under certain conditions (Ref 4-10).
The difference, however, is that the weighted least-squares procedure re-
quires the inversion of a matrix whose dimensions are as large as the total
number of data points being processed, and even for large land-based
computers, this operation can become intractable when correlated noise is
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present on the observations (Ref. 4-I0). Thus, the recurslve procedure is
advantageous from a co,nputational standpoint. However, an advantage of the
welghted least-squares formulation is that the data may be recycled several
tlrne_ to elimlnate the effects of blunder points; i.e. , data points which are
obviously the result of some gross error in the system. (_[here is, however,
no re.t1 reason why recycling co',Id not be done wlth the minimum variance
method, although then the scheme woui4 lose some of its computational
£tmplicity. )
Another data prouossing method, simple least-squares, is ]ess efftclent,
since this method utihzes only the actual observations from which to make an
estimate. This is in contrast to the minimum variance and weighted least-
squares methods, both of which utilize initial trajectory estimates and
estimates of the observation errors in order to obtain the new estimate.
A more detailed mathematical discussion of data-processlng for space
navigatlon is given in Volume V, Appendix A. A mathematical analysis of
some of these topics is given in Volume V, Appendix B Section 8, and Vol-
ume HI, paragraph Z. 3. I.3.
4.3.4 Guidance Logic, Control Mechanization, and Control Monitoring
For the purposes of this study, it wil I be assumed that control of the
vehlcle's midcourse trajectory is supplied entirely by a high-thrust rocket
motor; i.e. , one capable of making nearly h.-npulsive midcourse velocity
corrections. Continuous-thrust control (ion engines, etc.) is assumed to be
outside the scope of this study.
Evidently the only direct method of monitoring the control velocity change
_s measurement with accelerometers. Other methods of monitoring the
rocket motor operation are inherently less direct since they measure the
action of the motor rather than the effect of this action which is ol real
interest. In any case, the effect of velocity correction monitoring is small,
as is shown in Volume ILl, paragraph 2,.4.3. g.
Guidance schemes for generation of velocity correction commands can
conveniently be grouped according to whether they are fixed time of arrivzl or
variable time of arrival. In fixed time of arrival (FTOA) schemes, the
three components of correction velocity are applied in such a way as to pu/l
out the three components ok estimated target position miss at the preselected
time of arrival. Variable time of arrival (VTOA) schemes might t_ke various
forms, but one method is to attempt to reduce the indicated target miss in
only two directions (e.g., altitude and cro_s-range 6istance at the moon)
while allowing the downrange miss, which is equivalent to time of arrival, to
vary. In this way, one degree of freedom is left unspecified, _,,'hichmay be
used to minimize the required thrust magnitude or perform _ome other
optimization.
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In additton to the guidance logic required t_ compute the magnxtude and
direction of each velocity correction, the selection of correction times must
be dectded. 3election ot cerrection times, together with the type of correc-
txo:t to be mace, ha o. been a favorite topic of mathematicians for some time.
l-lo_,_ver, there is no evidence that thc highly compiex optimization schemes
which have been generated are really required for lunar flight. For instance,
in this document and Ref. 4-8, it has been found tha_ using a simple fixed
time of arrival guidance logic and trial-and-error selection of correction
times, the total corrective velocity required on outLound lunar flights is only
20-30 m/sec and considerably less on the return trip. in Ref. 4-5, an
attempt was made to mathematically optimize the times at which FTOA
corrections sho,_d be made, but the results were not particularly good. Thus,
in this study it is assumed that velocity corrections are marie at fixed,
preselected time during the fhght.
4.4 SYSTEM MODELS
in the previous subsection, the essential elements of a space guxdance
system have been discussed, emphasizing the methods which would be useful
during the Midcourse Phase of a Manned Lunar Mission. In this subsection,
!
the system models which will be analyzed are discussed and the reasons for
choice of these models are given.
4.4.1 Model Selection
The categori_.ation of system models according to observables and sensor
methods, which was given in paragraph 4.3. Z, is repeated here for convenience:
Range:
Optical measurement of angle subtended by earth or .moon
Ground tracking o£ beacon or transpondex-
Timing of radar echo from eartk or moon
Velocity:
Grcund tracking of beacon or transponder
Active doppler radar in spacecraft
Velocity Rate:
Ace terometers (for accelerations other than gravitationa;.)
oles Between Earth and Moon:
Measurement of antenna a_-imuth and elevation angles on ground track-
ing system
4-14
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Optical measurement of angles between sta.: direction and reference
-_ point (horizon or landmarks) on earth or moon
Examination of the above list shows that all the methods mentioned may be
grouped under three general categories:
a. Ground trackin?, of signal from missile transponder oz beacon
b. Onboard passive (optical) measurement of space angles
c. Onboard active radar measurements of range, and range-rate
(The above list excludes _.ccelerometers which yield no new information dur-
ing free-flight. )
Of the three possible methods, principal study effort is devoted to (b) on-
board passive measurements of space angles, for seve.-al reasons. Onboard
active measurement of range or range-rate does not look attractive due to
the large power requirements which are involved in trying to transmit c,ver
cislunar distances which may range up to 175,000 km to the nearest planet.
Power calculations done later in the study indicate that the power and dish-
size requirements for accurate (±10 kin) microwave ranging off the lunar sur-
face at this distance are enormous (typicaLly 40 kw peak power with a one-
meter antenna). This does not completely rule out active radar ranging during
midcourse, since at closer ranges it may b_ useful, such as in combination
with the optical system. However, the power and antenna requirements would
preclude act_. -'- onboard ranging as the sole navigation input unless no other
method existed.
Ground tracking techniques including trackirg ot spacecraft be_on and
transponder signals have been demonstrated to be excelIent orbital determina-
tion methods by JPL oil their Ranger and Mariner programs. However as
pointed out in subsection 3. Z, an extensive analysis of ground-tracking from
the earth would be pointless for this study, since this work has already been
covered inmany fine papers from JPL (e.g., Ref. 4-11, 4-7, and 4-12).
Although the feasibility of onboard optical methods has been demonstrated
in Ref. 4-5 and 4-6, these analyses have been primarily conc_.rned with the
statistic=l data-processing aspects of the problem. In addition, many of the
assumptions made in these studies have not been particularly applicable to
manned lunar landing missions.
While emphasis in this study is on passive onboard methods, some work is
done on ground-tracking systems for comparison, although most of this infor-
mation is obtained from references. Onboard active systems are not con-
s_dered, except as additions to an optical system during certain liraited periods
of the flight. The onboard and ground tracking systems assumed as system
models are described in the following paragraphs.
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4.4.2 Onboard System Mode!
The principal onboard guidance system to be investigated is described
in table 4-1 and figure 4-5.
TABLE 4- I
ONBOARD GUIDANCE SYSTEM MODE,_, FOR MIDCOURSE PHASE
Observables Single angle between star direction and land-
mark or horizon on earth or moon
Sensor Device Onboard optical in¢Jtrument
Navigatlon Method Gse of minimum-variance technique to
statistically weight data
Use of linearized dev_,ation equations about
reference trajectory
Control Mechanization High-tl'_rust rocket motor
Guidance Logic Fixed time of arrival
Control Monitoring Onb_ard accelerometers (3-a:¢is)
L
!
MORIZON _''QDIRECTIO_
LONG RANGE
CLOSE RANGE SPAClZC:_A_ ,Tsoc-vo-,
Figure 4-5. Angle Measurement for Onboard System Mod,_:
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Although the primary observables chosen for analys_.s are the angles
between some 1"eference point and a star direction, the model formulation
is extended to include a theodolite-type device, which measu_'es tLe azimuth
and elevation of a planet in an inertial coordinate system, £his is the same
as measuring two single angles simultaLenusly.
Note that the choice of observables depends on thu distance from the
planet involved. This is because at close ranges, a landmark such as a
small island may be more easy to define _,isua!Iy than the horizon, while at
long distances, the horizon may be the oniy readily distinguishable feature of
the planet.
In Ref. 4-5 the feasibility of a single-angle device (sextant) having an
accuracy o_ I0 a:-c-seconds rms is shown, wi-dle in Ref. 4-8 a three-angle
device (theodolite) is assumed having an rms accuracy of I0 arc-seconds
in each of three measurements, azimuth, elevation, and subtense angle.
However, it is shown in Ref. 4-8 that the measurement of the subtense angle
contributes little, so this measuremant is not considered in thi_ study.
The use of the minimum variance trajectory estimation method is assurr_.d.
As far as t.be analysis is concerned, use of either this meth,_d or weighted
i_ast squar'es is equivalent. Since minimum variance is more amenable to
onboard computation, and also more convenient to an-,lyze, it will be assumed
that this method of trajectory estir._ation is used.
Fixed time of arrival (FTOA) guidance logic is assumed because of its
simplicity, both in onboard implementa_.ion and for analysis.
4.4.3 Ground-Tracking Model
The ground tracking model assumed is described in table 4-Z. This model
was used in an analysis of groLund tracking methods in Ref. 4-13, and is shown
here only to describe the ground-trackir'.g system model_ whose performance
is compared with the onboard system model analyzed in Volume HI.
4-17
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TABLE 4-Z
GROUND TRACKING MODEL (REFERENCE 4-13)
Stations _3) johannesburg, Rosman, Carnarvon
(6) Johannesburg, Rosman, Carnarvon,
Hawaii, Houston, Madrid
Observables Transponder range and range-rate
Accuracies 10m - Z4 meters (I _ Range Accuracy)
0.077 - 0.237 m/s (I _ Range Rate Accuracy)
Data Rates (I pt/min and I pt/I0 rain. )
4.5 ANALYTICAL __PPROACH
The analytical approz. :h for this study is directed toward determining
requirements for onboard optical navigation, with _round track:ng considered
only for comparison. An outline of the analytical approacn is detailed below:
a. Generation of Trajectories - Numerical computation of .he four
earth-moon trajectories listed in subsection 4. 2.
b. Development of System Equations and Computer Program - Develop-
ment of equations to describe the operation of the guidance system and
writing of computer programs to use the equations to analyze system per-
for manc e.
c. Analysis of Guidance Scheduling Problem - To make efficient use
of a given number of onboard operations (corrections and observations), some
analysis of the effect of the number and timing of the observations and cor-
rections is made. This is done to e?'lcidate some of the general principles
applicable to lunar guidance and also to avoid overspecifying system requare-
ments because of poor operation scheduling.
d. Variation of Parameters - Some o5 the important onboard guidance _
system parameters which are varied to determine their effect on overall
system performance include:
• Sensor errors (rms)
• Landmark and horizon uncertainties on earth and rr. oon
• Measurement timing errors
• Number of measurements
• Type of measurements (moon-star, earth-star, etc.)
• Initial trajectory estimation errors
• Velocity correction errors
4-18
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e. Other Errors ,-Review of other error sources not included in
computer program formulation by extrapolation of revolts from other studies.
These errors include:
• B-as-type errors
• Errors in estimation of the astrodynarnic constants
f. D_uble-Angle Methods - Comparison of the effective,1_,ssof theodolite
(double-angle) measurements and sextant (single-angle) method-
g. _"tanging- Analysis of the usefulness and feasibilityof or,board
ranging
h. Comparison with Ground-Tracking - Results obtained in this study
are compared with results of analysis of midcourse guidance by ground-
tracking.
i. System Requirements - The requirement_ for an onboard guidance
system using arbitrary performance criteria
j. Conclusions and Recorrunendations - General conclusions and
recommendations for a guidance systern useful in midcourse guidance are
given.
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5 LUNAR PARKING ORBIT AND DESCENT
Th_ guidance problem in a ballistic orbit about the moon is similar in
several respects to the midcour_._ guidance problem just discussed. First,
guidance operations can be conducted in relatively Leisurely fashion compared
to guidance during powered landing or rendezvous. Ln addition, thrusting
o:_rations will be brief, so that most of Lhe time the guidance system will be
operating open-loop and the navigation and control aspects of the problem
can be dealt with separately.
Despite these similarities, the radically different trajcctories employed
in the Orbital and Midcourse Phases make mandatory the separate at alysis
of the two phases. The differences between the phases are primarily due
to the much sho.-ter ranges involved in orbital guidance and the much more
rapidly changL__g conditions than in the Midcourse Phase. These factors might
be expected to influence not only sensor accuracy requirements but also _he
way in which the navigation measurements are implemented.
The Problem Definition for orbital guidance is similar to that developed
in the previous section; i.e. , trajectory models ana system rr.iodels (consisting
of navigation and control schemes) are devsloped and an analytical plan is
formulated for determiring the system requirements. }!owever, it should
be pointed out that t_e analytical plans for the Orbital and N!idcourse Phases
are not e_:actly parallel for two reasons: (1) the different geometric a;_d
dynamic characteristics of each phase tend to place emphasis on different
elements of the guidance pro01em and (Z) in the study program it i'J con-
s_dered advantageous to investigate problems which might be common to both
phases in only one analysis or the other, thereby avoiding redundancy in the
study effort.
5:1 SELECTION OF TRAJECTORY MODEL
In _ubsecticn Z. 5, it was stated that the expected Apollo mission prcf'le
served as a model for trajectory selection for the entire study effort - pz-i-
marily because of the fact that the gu-'dance operations required for that mission
are typical of all guid'__ce operations which might be used on a Manned Lunar
Mission. The nominal Apc llo flight plan, after descent into a low-altitude
lunar orbit, consists of a circular orbit during which navigation data is
obtained, followed by the separation of a landing vehicle from the mother
5-1
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IDENTIFICATION OF EVENT_
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Figure 5-I. Mission Profile for Lux_ar
Orbit and Descent
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vehicle. Xhis landing vehicle then fires a retrothrust which places itin the
so-called synchroDous descent ellipse. This descent (toabout a 20-km
periseiemlm) requires about on=-quarter of an orbit and the ellipse has an
orbital period equal to the period of the mother vehicle, so that if no landing
maneuver is initiated,automatic re_,dezvous will be possible.
Although the mlss_on profile described above was generated for the Apollo
mission, there are.many reason.= for _dopting similar plans for any manned
lunar landing m_ssion. For instance ,use of a parking orbit around the moon
has several attractive features:
a. The use of a parking orbit of approximately one revolution allows
sufficienttime to take navigation data and refine the estimate of position and
velocity.
b. The parking orbit affords the opportunity for visual inspection of
the landing area from orbital altitude.
c. The use of a parking orbit affords considerable mission safety,
since if problems arose in thrusting into a lunar orbit, there would still be
a chance of safe return to earth, while such a failure on a direct-descent
mission could be disastrous.
The use of the descent ellipse to achieve a 20-km periselenum is advan-
tageous for several reasons:
a. A low-altitude pass over the target site is possible before initiating
the powered landing maneuver.
b. A fuel saving will result from starting the powered landing maneuver
at as low an altitude as possible (although larger thrust engines are then
required).
The particular advantages of the synchronous descent ellipse (as compared
to, for examt_le, the 180-degree Hohmarm transfer ellipse which is the
minimum-energy descent) are:
a. Automatic rendezvous with the mother vehicle is possible if landing
is not attempted. (This rendezvous would probably require some maneu_ez,.'ng,
but should at teeqt be feasible with reasonable fuel exp=naiture.)
b. Although the 180-degree Hohmann transfer descent requires less
fuel, any desired small plane changes would require another correction about
90 degrees from periselenum. Since the synchronous descent ellip-;e covers
about a 90-degree arc, the plane change could be economically incorporated
into the descent velocity pulse so that only one retrothrust need be made.
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c. It is expected that the synchronous descent method would be con-
siderably less sensitive to errors in applying the retrothrust due to the
shorter arc (90 degrees compared to 180 degrees for the Hohmann transfer).
Thus, navigation data during the eli;pticel descent will not be required.
Other aspects of the mlsslon profile are:
a. It will be assumed that ordinarily no attempt will be made to cor-
rect the parking orbit, since exact altitude is not critical and it is more
economical to incorporate any desired plane cl,anges in the descent retro-
thrust.
b. The parking orbit, the descent ellipse, the landing site, and the
terminal phase of the midcourse trajectory wili all be nominally in one
Dt=i_e. This condition is desirable, of course, in order to minimize fuel
requirements.
This completes the discussion of the mission profile for the Orbital Phase.
Before going into the discussion of trajectory model generation, however,
it should be pointed out that although the Apollo mission profile involves the
use of two vehicles, and subvequent rendezvous, there is no reason why the
synchronous descent method described cannot be used by a single vehicle.
In fact, all the analytical results generated in the study of the Orbital Phase
are equally applicaole to one-vehicle or two-vehicle operation.
The trajectory model used for this study is simply described: a circular
orbit of Z00 km is used as a parking orbit and the coplanar descent ellipse
is defined by its Z0-km periselenum and orbital period equal to that of the
parking orbit.
It is assumed that the vehicle would he injected into the parking orbit
at a point which is defined by the intersection of the earth-moon centerline
and the lunar equator on the far side of the moon. It is further as3umed
that the desired periselenum of the desc,:i_t e11ipse is above some arbitrary
point on the lurar surface as shown on figure 5-Z. The figui'e also i1!ustratea
the relationshir_ between the moon, sun, and earth at the time of arrival at
the moon. Third-quarter lighting conditions are assumed, as this seems
to be in line -,_th current mission planning.
It should be pointed out here that the subsequent ana tysis is sufficiently
general so that none of the factors mentioned in the previous paragraph would
be expected to effect any of the analytical :esults significantly. However,
the ligb.ting conditions might im_uence the types of sensors which could be
used fo," navigation, since it can be seen that for much of the orbit the vehicle
will be on the dark or unknown (far) side of the moon.
5-4
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5. _. SELECTION OF SYSTEM klODEL
The functional block diagram of the general guidance problem in fi._ure 3-I
shows that the description o_ a gl_idance system entails specihcation o_ the
navigation,guidance logic, _nd control functions. Since this study is primarily
concerned with sensor requiren_ents, the major e.lnph_sis is on the r_vigation
fu_:tion and, accordingly, the selectic_ of cI_servables and data processLr, g
are d_sc_ssed extensively =u this subsection, while the guidance logic and
control functions are considered only to the extent required to generate a
reasonable system rT.oael.
S. _. I _._avigation Measurements
The analys-s of the Orbital Phase deals only with onboard navigation
m_-asurements. There aze two primary reasons (or this choice: (I) there is
little published data whic_ deals wi'.n the to[r,= of cnboard lunar o_bital
navigation and (Z) the use of esrth tracking facilities is made difficult by
the nor, visibility of the salellite over nearly half an orbit and the fact that all
measurements are refererced to the earth rather than the znoon.
At the outset, it appears that a wide variety Of observables can be
measured from the vehicle. These include:
• Time at which a star is eclipsed by the ec_e of the moon
• Angle between two landnmrks
• Angle between a star and a landmark
• Angle between a landrn_=k and either the local vertical or the edge
of the moon
• Angle between a st _r and either the local vertical or the edge el the
znoon
• Range rate (doppler) measurements with respect to a beacon or to a
dis tinguishabie landmark
• Slan'_ range to a beacon or to • distinguishable landmark
• Altitude
• Altitude rate
• Rate of change of local vertical direction
Although the above List indicates _ w_de choice of obser:-ables, not all
these quantities can be easily and conveuiently measured. Star occulations,
angle measurements involving the edge of the lunar disc, altitude, and altitude
rate are sensitive to local I terrain irregularities and, with the possible
exception of altitudes, the effects upon measurements are not easily corrected.
If a horizon scanner is used to obtain local vertical, measurements may
also be affected by departures from a spberlcal shape but to a lesser degree
because of averaging over both time and scanner field.
5.6
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Measurements involving beacons are possible only when previous missions
have landed several accurately located beacons along the orbital track. It is! -
also desirable to avoid any dependence upon accuratel7 known, read.ity dis-
tivguishable lunar landmarks, especially on the re.known or dark side of the
moon. Ia_. addition to probler_s of availability, the measurement of landmark-
' star angles rnav introduce field-of-view Froblems; moreover, even with a
completely unobstructed view .from the vehicle, any particular voint on the
. lunar sphere will be visible only for a li.-nited portion of the orLital duration.!
Aside from the ab2ve considerations, Lh _. information content of the chosen
observables must be taken into account. Local vertical rate, for example,
does not help to determine the pla_e of the orbit; the same is true of altitude
and altitude rate. The first condition to be satisfied, then, is that the chosen
observables must be sufficient to define that orbit completely. At the same
time, the humbler of different observables to be used should be kept at a
minimum, for practical reasons. Given these conditions, the selection of
_rking orbit observables should be governed by the following factors:
• All chosen obsezvxbles shou_,d be readily accessible when needed.
• There should be nc loss _f i_ormation while the vehicle is ovex the dark
-r the unknown side of the moon.
• The chosen observ&b1_s must not place unreasonable requirements
(e.g. , large amounts ol power, a broad field of view, etc. ) upon the:
rest of the on_oard system.
• It is desirable that the measurements should lend themselves readi[y to
both ma_ua| and _ut_rr._t_c operation. This will a11ow _reater standard-
ization between manned and unn_r.nned flights.
• It is desirable t_at measurements be substantially independent of lunar
rotation, and that large amounts of stored astronomical data will not be
._eeded to process the navigat':on information.
The set of observables consisting of spacecraft a1_itude _for direct radial
information) aria measurement of the angles between reference stars and the
instantaneous local vertical (for tangential and for out-of-pla_e information)
has the desirable features listed above. This, then, is one set of obse.-vables
which is selected for analysis. Also, it is obvious that if the altitude
measurements are dele{ed from the above system, the resulting set of
observables (local vertical-star angle measurements)meet the listed
requirements. Therefore, this system is also analyzed to deterrv_ine the -- :
necessity for altitude measurements in the hop_s of achieving an even
simpler navigation systcm.
Briefly, then, the sets of observables co_sidered for analysis are:
a. Altitude and the angle between local vertical and a star
b. Angle between local vertical and a star
5-7
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No specific method of obtaining local vertical is specified although typical
hc rizon scanner accuracies are used in. _he error analyses.
5.2.2 Proces._sing of Navigation Data
The problem o,_ determining the orbital path of a spacecraft from on-
board observations is quite similar to the tr_j_.ctory estimation pro]rlem in
the Midcourse Phase. In either case, the orbit is completely deter._ined by
specifying s_-x initial conditions in equation 4-l. Theoretically, lY_is could
be accomplished _/ simultaneously measuring all six components of position
an,t velocity. Again, the practical objections to this simple pro.:ess are:
a. The measurements cannot be expected to be perfect.
b. Devising an instrument to measure both the position and velocity
components simulh_r, eoumly would t-e quite difficult.
c. There may be some uncertainty in the astrodFnamic constants
: (earth ard lunar gravitational fieldq} which are used in the mathematical
model. : - - '
Due tc the above difficulties, it is desirable that the navigation data-
processing acheme have the following features.
a. The scheme should combine all known information (i. e , navigatio_
measurements, initial estirnate_, and error estimates) in some statistical
fashion in order to obtain an es_mate of :-he spacecraft trajectory tha_ is
optimum in some sense.
b. The data processing S,:h_me must be capable of using partial data.
c. The estimation prc_es., must be convergent, for a wide range of
initial unce r taintie s.
d. The computational an6 numerical problems must be amenable to
solution c n a spacecraft computer.
Re qpirements a through c in the above list are met by both the Weighted-
Least-Squares procedure employee: by 3PL for spacecraft tracking, (Ref.
5- 1) and the Minimum Variance technique as applied to the trajectory e s '
tirnation by Schmidt, Smith and their a._sociates (Ref. 5-2). In item d,
however, the lk_inirnum Variance technique enjoys an advantage, since it is
a recursive technique in which ov.ly the pre_'._u_ estimate is required to
' be carried f_om one observation to another. The Weighted Least-Squares
(WLS) procedure requiresthe util=vation of ali previous data on each new
estimate, so storage requirements are higher, P-_t even worse is that fact
5-8
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Ithat the WLS requires the inversion of a matrix whose dimensions are as
large as the number of observations. This last operation has been a problem
even with large computers.
As a result of the ,_bove considerations, the Tr_nimum variance data proc-
essing technique described in Ref. 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4 is used in this study,
since the corn/rotational advantages of this technique are advantageous not
only in an onboard mechanization but also in the navig_ "ion analysis.
Some features and limitations of the M_nimurn Variance techr.ique which
affect the course of the analysis _ilI now be discussed. One important point is
th_ Kalrnan's original generation of the recursive equations which yield optimal
',rrunimum variance) solutions to the estimation problem were dexived for
linear systems. I_ Rff. 5-2, Kalman's formulation was applie_ by making
the assumptio'_s that (I) the observation deviations {from nozr_nal values) are
linearly related to the trajectory deviations and additionally (Z) that .he
trajectory deviations at one time are linearly related to deviations a_ some
other tizne. Of .-.ourse, neither of these assumptions is exactly true, but
it was assumed that as long as the vehicle _as reasonably close to its nonni_nal
{trajectory), the approxizna_ons are sufficiently accurate.
Another requirement of Ka.lman'8 original formulation is that the dTnan_c
models representing both the system and the error processes be known :
exactly and that, additionally, the statistical properties of the error process
be k_uowJ_ exactly. Again, neither of these conditions will be met in a real
ca_, so that some degradation from optimum can be expected.
While investigations of some of the above items have appeared in the
literature, an e,fort is made in the analysis to investigat._ the remaining
items, in additon to the deternlination of sensor requirements. Specific
points which are analyzed in these areas are l=.sted in subsection 5.4, the
Analytical Plan.
5.2.3 Guidance Logic and Control Functions
As the primary emphasis in this study is on development of sensor
requirements, a heavy analytical effort on guidance logic and control require-
merits is not attempted. Instead, it was decided to choose a sin,ple velocity-
correction _cheme which yields a reasonable system modelior the analysis
of navigatio_ requirements.
In this study it is assumed that a high-thrust rocket motor will be used to
send the landing vehicle into the descent ellipse; i. e., the descent maneuver
is assumed to be an impulsive velocity change.
: 5-9
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Guidance iogic can conveniently be classified either fixed time of arrival
(FTOA) or variabl_ time of arrival (VTOA). The FTOA guidance technique
is based on a ._,imple principle: a ballistic _rajectory can be u_iquely defined
by specifying two position vectors and the Lime bet_-ee_ _,:-_n. Th,.s, given
arLy initial position at t , some desired position at t.. car. t e achieved by con-
. O . . J_
trolhng the three components of veloc,ty at to; i. e., b_. apphcation of an
impulsive velocity change. This is the guidance to_ic assumed in this study.
It is re,.ognized that on an actual mission some VTOA scheme will or_b-
-
ably be used to conserve fuel and to a=hieve a horizontal velocity vector- at
_he end of the descent ellipse. However, it is " ;surned that the use of an
FTOA logic would be sufficient to illustrate the effects of error propagation
in order to specify sensor requirements.
5. 3 ANALYTICAL MODEL
This subsection lists the important features of the trajectory and system
rnoCels.
T ra_ector: y Model:
Syn_?.hronous descant nlission profile.
Circular parking orbit at Z00-km altitude.
Synchronous descent ellipse to _0-km periselenum.
System Model:
Onboard navigation using the following observables:
a. Altitude and star/local-vertical angles
b. Star/Iocal-v_rtical angles alone
Minimu_ Variance data proce 3sing technique
Impulsive velocity -.hanges
: Fixed-time-o_-arri_ guidance logic
5.4 ANALYTICAL PLAH
In Volume HI sensor requirements for themodels chosen are determined
by making parametric variations of the sensor accuracy and the number of
measurements and comparing the results achieved with some desired error
volume. In addition, considerable effort is spent "_nexarnin_.nT_ some prac-
tical aspects o£ the application of the minimum variance data-processing tech-
nique to the Orbital Phase navigation problem. _- These topics include:
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a. Determination of whether or not the nominal traject,_rycan be used
as a reference for orbital e3tirP_ationthroughout the flight. Ifnot, the esti-
mated trajector,i must be used, entailing recalculation of the reference
t-ajectory after each new observatiGn (or after every few obs£rv_tit-us).
b. Determination of whether c,rnot Z-beVy equations# can bc uJed.
Use of these equations is desirable for computational simplicity.
c. Determination of the effect of large initialerrors.
d. Determination of the effect of errors in timing the measurements.
e. Determination of the effect of uncertainty in the error statistics.
To analyze these -_ndother error sources, a computer program is gene-
rated which is capable of both Monte Carlo simulations and the covariance
matrix analysis employs'J in Ref. 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4. In this way the cflects
of nonlinearities {which are not considered in conventional covariance anal-
yses) can be determined, and even the validityof the covariance matrix
approach can be established. This approach is a step toward a similar plan,
which has been advocated on a grander scale in Ref. 5-5 '_The ultimate test
of any guidance scheme is a corrplete launch-to-impact mission simulation,
with N',onte Carlo selection of all random disturbances t/tat affect the meas-
urements and trajectory coordinates. "
Two-body equations are the equations of motion generated by assumin_
that the vehicle is moving in the gravitational field of a point mass at
the center of the moon.
s-ll/s-lz
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6. LUNAR LANDING PHASE
. The Landing Phase of a lunar mission is defined as tha'_segment of the
flightwhich begins with turnon of the main landing engines at pe-iselenurn
of the descent ellipse and terminates with descent of the landing vehicle to
the lunar surface.
The guidance problem during the Landing Phase is considerably different
from midcourse or orbital _ui_ance for several reasons:
a. Since the vehicle is thrusting continuously, the guidance system is
operating closed-loop and the navigation, guidance logic, and control aspects
of the problem are much more intimately related than in ballisticflight.
b. The short time length of the powered Hight (typically Z00 to 300
seconds) and the rapidly changing dynamic conditions preclude the use of a
highly complex or time-consuming navigation procedure.
c. Knowledge of the landing vehicle's position and velocity with respect
to some astroinertial coordinate system may no longer be sufficient because
of uncertainties in target location and tighter terminal accuracy require-
ments. In other words, a target-referenced coordinate system is now
de,_irable,
Despite these differences the general orde, of this Problem Definition
and subsequent Analytical Solution (Volume Ill) are the same as for the
Midc¢-rse and Orbital Phases. One difference in the approach, however,
is that in this section, trajectory models are considered after the specifica-
tion of system models, because for the Landing Phase the _ystem models
chosen directly influenced the choice of trajectory models.
Another important point is that for the analysis of the Landing Phase. a
two-dimensional analysis is used, primarily to simplify the mathematics,
since the equations of motion during powered descent are considerably more
complicated than in ballistic flight. This procedure is felt to be justified by
the desired end-results {sensor requirements) of the study: i.e., sensor
accuracies capable af defining thc downrange and vertical state of the
vehicle should certainly be sufficient for defining the cross-track uncertain-
ties.
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6. _ MISSION PROFILE AND GEOMETRY
There are two methods of accomphsh,_g powered _oft landings on the
moon. The moon can be approached directly with the Landing Phase
imrr.cdi.ately following the Midcourse Phase. The second technique is to
follow the Midcourse Phase with a parking orbit and then land. The second
technique is preferred for manned flight because of crew safety considera-
tions. {It provides increased abort capability and an opportunity for observa-
tion before committing the vehicle to a landing.) Since manned lunar flights
are given top priority in this study and since the Apollo mission has been
selected as a nominal mission profile, it is assumed that the landing phase
is initiated at periselenum of a synchronous descent orbit (described in
Section 5). Landings both with and without guidance aids on the surface are
considered.
The landing operation can be divided into two subphases. The first sub-
phase is the descent from a ballistic trajectory to a state of zero vertical
and horizontal velocity relative to the moon at some small altitude above
the surface. This zero-velocity condition is referred to as the hover state.
The second subphase is the descent from hover to the lunar surface. In this
study, only the descent-to-hover subphase was studied, since it was assumed
that the hover-to-touchdown subphase would be a manual operation.
The basic landing geometry and sever_I of the i arameters to be used
during the subsequent discussion and analysis are illustrated in figure 6-1.
In this figure the landing site lies in the vehicle plane of motion. X and Y
form a cartesian coordinate system fixed to the landing site, while r and 0
form a moon-centered polar coordinate system which is also referenced to .he
landing site.
6.2_ FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF LANDING GUIDANCE SYSTEM
The functional block diagram of figure 6-Z emphasizes the three sub-
systems considered in this section: Navigation, Guidance Logic,and
Cont.'or. Figure 6-Z shows that the landing guidance system can be
characterized by specification of these three systems and the dynamic
equations of motion.
The primary goal of *,his study is to conduct an objective investigation
of the effects of sensor accuracies on the landing system. T_erefore the
discussion of actual systen- mechanization is held to a minimum, and the
system blocks are defined in terms of equations. For example, the
Navigation Subsystem i8 defined by the navigation equations which relate
the vehicle state variables to the navigation observables. In addition, the
anMytical model o_ the Control Subsystem is somewhat idealized as wilt
be discussed in paragraph 6.3.3, in order to emphasize sensor requirements
rat2_er than attitude control or engine requirements.
6-Z
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Figure 6-1. Lunar I,anding Geometry
The function of the Navigation Subsystem is to acquire and process in-
formation which can be used to esti.n_ate the vehicle state. T._e data
acquisition instruments are the navigation sensors, and the sensed quantities
are termed observables. Since the navigation measurements are subject
to error, the actual inputs to the.. _vig_tion block are the true values of the
observable_ plur some measurement noise.
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The estimated state variables obtained at the navigatio n block output form
the it.put to the Guidance Logic Subsystem, whose function is to generate
thrust vector commands which will bring the ianding vehicle to the desired
terminal state. The f_'-nction of the control block is to implement the guid-
ance c o_amands. As pointed ou" previously, this function is s_r_:ewhat
. _idealized in this study in order to concentrate the analytical effort on sen_or
r equir ements.
The equations of motion close the loop by relating present and future
vehiclc state to present and p_st vehicle accelerations. The general form-
ulation of the equations of _r_odon is the same regardl._ss of the particular .
vehicle system configuration. However, the actual written statement of
these equations is dependent upon the coordinate system in us_
6.3 DESCRIPTION OF 5UBSYSTEMC
The following pa.'._graphs discuss the navigation, guidance, and control
concepts rhtat are a_._Alable for use on a lunar landing vehicle. The overall
system models to be analyzed it. Volume Ill are synthesized from the concepts
presented.
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6. 3. 1 Navigation Subsystem
Navigation refers to the determinat;.on of the state of the vehicle. Naviga-
tion techniques for powered landing are subdivided into two classes: inertial
and direct. Inertial navigation techniques determirJe petition and eelocity
by using the initial estimates of these quantities and the integrated outputs
of accelerometers. Thus, the actual sensed information in this case is
acceleration. The principal shortcoming of this approach with regard to the
lunar landing problem is that the accuracy of position and velocity estimates
can never be better than the accuracy of initial estimates (typically 1000
meters in position and I m/sec il_ velocity as shown in Section 6, Volume
In).
The alternative to i_:tial navigation is the use of d;,rect observation of
vehicle state quantities (pos:tion, angle, or velocity) or of _tuantities directly
related to the state variables of interest (e, g., measurement of angles to
determine position). An advantage of the direct observa*A__n approach is that
information can be obtained which describes the vehicle stat_ ret_'tive to the
target or the physical surroundings; e.g., the surface of the moon. This is
particularly important with regard to the l_.nding phase because satisfactory
control of such quaritities as altitude, altitude rate, and cL_.splacement from
_ae desired touchdown point are critical to mission success.
For the reasons outlined above, it was decided to base all analysis of
navigation during the _.anding phase on the direct observation of tlae relative
position and motion of the landing vehic_.e with respect to the lunar surface
and the desired landing site.
Consideration is now given to the selection of observable quantities which
are the inputs to the Navigation Subsyste,a% and the determinatio, of corn bina-
tions of observables that provide sufficient navigational information; (i. e.,
provide sufficient information to allow compD.te determination of vehicle
state in whatever coordinate system is be;ng employed). The first step is
to determine that quantities can be observe_, during a lunar landing
trajectory. The available quantities are listed below:
a. Line-of-sight range to a beacon o:c prominent landmark (R)
b, Line-of-sight range to the lunar Eurface insorne known direction (Rp)
c. Altitude (h)
d. Line-of-sight angle to a beacon (,r prominent landmark on the
surface (¢)
: e. Direction of local vertical relattve to an inertial reference
f. Line-of-sight range rate to a beacon or prominent landmark on the
surface (R)
Line-of-sight range rate to an arbitrary point on the surface (Rp)g.h. Rate of change of altitude (h)
i, Rate of change of line-oz-sight angle to a beacon or prominent
landmark on the surface {_
i
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(The above listand the subsequent discussion of choice of observables is
based on +he two-dimensional geonletry .llustratedin figure 6-I. How,ever,
no loss of generality is thus incurred, since the results are easily extended
to cover the three-dimensional case.)
Since there are four state variables for the two-di,nensio._-I case
(typically, b,8, V and y as shown in figure 6-1), _ minimum of four differ-
ent observables are required to determine vehicle state completely (ex-
clusive of local vertical sensing v_hich is used to establish the vehicle
coordir_ate system). Fewer observables could be used as i.n the Midcourse
and Lunar Orbital Phases, but the continuous thrusting and the corr, para-
tively brief duration of the entire l_nding maneuver make this approach of
doubtful value during landing.
It is felt that direct observations to determine the vehicle altitude and
velocity vector are essential because of the extreme consequences that
errors in the Rnowledge of these quantities can produce. Whether or not
observations should be made which will allow determination of the down-
range displacement of the vehicle from the landing site is dependent on the
mission requirements. If mission success requires that the landing be
mad,., accurately at a specific point, determination of 8 from observed
dato is required because this is the only way t2-.at unknown initial horizontal
deviations can be compefisated. The observable quantity in the preceding
list that is essential to the determination of 8(or range to the target) is
the line-of-sight angle to a beacon or landmark of known position relative
to, thz desired landing site. If an accurate point landing is not required - io e.,
i[ the rn_ssion requirements ca_ he satisfied by a landing anywhere in
Lhe neighborhood of the nominal landing site - then observations made solely
to determine horizu,ta! position components are not required, because
unknown initial horizontal a.o.viations do not endanger mission success if un-
corrected during the landing maneuver. In the following =liscussion, pinpoint
landing at a preselected landing site is considered to be a requirement so
that continuuu_ determination of 3late variable 8 is essential.
In the determination of what combinations of observables yield comple_.e
state information, position and velocity determination are considered
separately. Obse_ _-a._les yielding position information include range and
angle measurements. The only two combinations of observables which
give complete position information relative to the landing site are h and _ or
R and _b. Complete velocity information can be obtained from only one
combination of two observables; i. e., two measurements of range rate to
the surface in nonparallel direction,, denoted R 1 and R 2. (The direction
of each of these measuren%ents must be known with resl_ect to the Landing
Phase coordinate system, but this coordinate system is assumed to be
established independently.) Other possible combinations providing complete
velocity i:_formation require :unowledge of more _.an two observables.
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However, the extra observations are found to be those required .;or position
determination anyway; e.g., R and R, #and 9- The observables h and
h can be substituted for line-of-sight range and range rate.
There are sevcrai ways to combine the observations required for position
and velocity determination given above to forln a system providing complete
navigation inforrnation while using the minimum number of observables:
R,
h,q_ _!, R
R, 9, R'I' R2
Of these, the first two combinations are selected for investigation in this
study. Although four schemes are listed, there are really only two basic
approaches and these are adequately represented in the first two sets of
observables. These two approaches are denoted beacon tracking (observ-
ables R, t_, q_, _), and doppler navigation (observables h, _, R 1, and RZ),
the nomenclature being based on a possible velocity deterrninat/on tech--
nique.
As pointed out in the beginning of this section, all these results are
directly applicable to a three-dimensional system; Thus, in three dimen-
sions the selected observable sets are R, R, _e, _e, Ca, _a {beacon track-
ing) and h, _e, @a /_I, I_Z, R3 {doppler navigation} where __e and _a are
the elevatien and azimuth components of the sightline angle _.
6. 3. 2 Guidance Logic Subsystem
The Guidance Logic Subsystem generates acceleration commands based
on the estimated vehicle state and sends these to the Control Subsystem
(which consists of the landing engine and attitude controls). The obvious
goal is to guide the vehicle to the desired endpoint. Fixed guidance tech-
niques such as a scheme employing a predetermined and stored thrust
vector: program with no provision for modification can be rejected immedi-
ately on the basis that they provide no means for rerr.ovinginitialcondldon
error,s. Since these errors are likely to be on the order of hundreds or
: thousands of meters in position and a few meters per second in velocity,
unsatisfactory if not disastrous terminal conditions can result. {This same
: argument is used to reject inertial navigation.) Thus, this study is re-
stricted to the investigation of navigation, guidance, and control concepts
using _uidance logic which is flexible enough to cope with significant
, deviations from the nominal initial state.
i
: 6_7I
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Gui,lance concepts for the Landing Pk_se can be classified conveniently
as linear or nonlinearlguidance laws. Linear guidance entails the use of
linear operations on the observed deviations from some nominal trajectory
to derive thrust commands. Nonlinear guidance involves the calculation
of the thrust commands from nonlinear operations on the state variables
themselves, rather than on deviations of these variables from some no_'ninal
values. The primary diflerences between the two methods are that (I)linear
guidance requires the use of nominal trajectory data, whereas nonlinear
guidance does not and (2) selection of a particular noIflinearguidance lay,
may liJ_itthe ,:lassof trajectories which can be flown, whereas linear
methocts are perfectly applicable to any trajectory.
Since each class of guidance has certain advantages and li_n_tations,both
cases are considered in the Landing Ph_tse analysis. In this _'ay, any
sensor dependence on guidance logic can be determined. Therefore, a typical
guidar,ce method from each of the t_voclasses {linear and nonlinear' is chosen
for investigation. The two guidance sc]-_.mes employed in this stud)" are a
linear predictive guidance scheme, het_iafter called "linear", and a no:dinear
modified proportional navigation scheme hereafter called "IviPN." The linear
i guida_ce scheme computes accei_.rationcontrol commands from linear opera-
, tions on estimated deviations of t._e vehicle state from the reference state.
The k.asis for comparison between estimated and reference states is the
indel:endent variable used in storing the reference information. The
indelzendent variable used in this _c ldy is time 2.
T_e linear guidance concept requires that the reference state variables
_, (reference tra,lectory) be a__ailable as functions of t_me throughout the
performance of the landing maneuver. This requirement can be achieved in
either of two ways: precomputaticn anC storage or onboard .o._. putation of
the reference state.
In general, the equations used for linear gn_id_nce can in',olve time-
varying coefficients or gain fac%cr._. The time-varying nature of these
coefficients does t_ot affect the i,aearity of the s_stem _o long as the functions
; whi.:h describe the time-varyir_, coefficient,-', are not also functions of the
, i n u
lOther common terms for the linear guidance me_hod are- "implicit" and
"delta", and nonlinear methods are often called " _.xplicit, "
_ 7Other quantities can be used as the independent variable. For instance, n
R,.ff.6-I the noise-free performance of a linear syi:em in which velocity
i:Jthe independent variable is reported.
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guidance system inputs whicb _,re the oh.served deviations from the reference
state. Time-varying systa,n p_.rameters of this nature n:ust also be either
precomput d and _to.,.ed or computed on board.
The MPN guidance scheme is nonlinear, since the acceleration commands
are generated from nonlinear operations performed on guidance system inputs.
In the MPN guidance, the estimated state variables are _,sed directly as
inputs ._,othat no reference, trajectory is required. The MPN guidance
conceF-_ also employs timp.-varying system parameters, and these parameters
or the functions which determine them are stored or, board the spacecraft.
%,_e linear and MPN guidax:ce schemes used in this study were evolved
from similar schemes whi_.h were shown to give good noise-free results in
Reis. 6-1 and 6-3 respectiyel). Detailed discussion of each guidance scheme
is given in Volume III.
6.3.3 Control Subsystem
The function of the Control Subt'ystem is to convert the commands
generated by the Guidance Subsystem into actual vehicle-accelerations. In
general, satisfactory realization of this function requires comtrol of vehicle
attitude as well as engine thrust level and orientation {if gimbaled engines
are used). Since detailed investigation of the attitude and engine control
function is not considered to be within the scope of this study, this function
is not given detailed examination. When in the course of the study it becomes
necessary to characterize this control subsystem, it will be desczibed in
terms of general mathematical concepts; e.g., time lags, correlation
properties, and simple transfer functic,ns. No more detailed consideration
is given than is required to produce equations which provide a reasun_ble
approximation to behavior of a typical c ontrol subsystem.
6.4 LANDING TRAJECTORY
Landing trajectory analysis and optL-nbation are not considered to be
within the scope of this study. However, since typical trajectories are
required for the system analysis, several desirable characteristics of lunar
,descenttrajectories are listed below:
Minimum fuel consumption
Vertical approach to the hover point. (This is desirable for three
reasons: landing site visibility,terrain clearance, and small horizontal
velocities near the end of flight.)
3In Ref. 6-2 the basic requirement for assumption of a li:,ear system is
satisfaction of the princiule of m_perposition. This requiren_ent is used
to define linearity in this study.
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Trajectories which nominally require continuous thrusting at a constant
level. (Thus the highe'_t thrust required is minimized and the
throttilng range over which thrust is varied is small.)
The landing trajectory begins with engine ignition at periselenum of the
synchronous descent orbit. Thus, the nominal vertical component of
velocity is initially zero. Nominal initial horizontal velocity is determined
by initial(periselenurn) altitudeand the nominal altitude of the circular
parking orbit. The cutirnunu initialaltitudefor the landing maheuver is a
function of several factors; e.g., landing site visibility,thrust level, and
trajectory constraints. Initialrange to the landing site is also a function
of several factors. These two quantities (initialaltitude and range) define
the initialconditions for the powered landing operation.
The nominal termination of the descent subphase analyzed in this study
is _ zero-velocity hover state directly above the nominal landing site. The
hover altitude can be selected arbitrarily and ,_-an Le set to zero, in which
case the hover-to-touchdown subphase is nonexistent. However, the
particular hover altitude selected is not a cri:ical parameter in the perfor-
mance of this study, since the effect of a variati__n in hover'altitude is
equivalent to a like variation in the initial altitude. The effect is to translate
the entire trajectory upward or downward by the arnour.t of the hover altitude
variation.
The following paragraphs discuss the trajectories chosen for analyzing
performance of the two guidau_e tc..hniques (linear and MPN) selected for
evaluation.
6.4. 1 T_rajectory Characteristics Required by Linear Guidance Technique
In the linear guidance methnd, the guidance commands are determined
from estimated deviations fron_ the reference trajectory. I,To particuh, r
c_,r,_traints on trajectory characteristics are imposed by this guidance concept
so that one ib free to select the type of trajectory desired.
The nominal trajectory which was selected for analysis of linear guidance
is a constant-thrust, gravity-turn trajectory; i.e., the thrust vector is
colin-.ar with the velocity vector but ef opposite sense. This _.ra_ectory model
was selected because of the following desirable characteristics:
• Continuous; constant-thrust results in minimum engine size and greater
• _l.'ability due to the lack of throttling requirements.
• "Ihe gravity-turn thrust program yields near-minimu_._n fuel consumption.
6-I0
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• The gravity-turn thrult program offers good terrain clearance and
visibility characterislics. Fin_l approach to the hover point is nearly
vertical.
• The gravity-turn thrust program automatically rotates the vehicle to the
proper attitude at hover (thrusting straight down), sn that no last-second,
high-velocity rotations are required.
6.4.2 Tr.__a_ectory Gonsidezations with Respect to MPN Guidance
There is not complete freedom in choosing a trajectory when the nonlinear
modified proportional navigation guidance i_ employed. A class of possible
trajectories is generated by varying the gain factors in the guidance equations.
Generally the range of allowable values of these factors is limited, and hence
the range of trajectory characteristics available with the chosen guid-:mce law
is also limited. If the application of a guidaJace law produces a class of tra-
jectories that are unsatisfactory, the g,ida;lce law must be modified.
When a guiclance law is found which Frod.,ces acceptable trajectories, the
gain factors are varied within their allo_aole ranges until the combination
producing the most desirable trajectozy is found. The nor_linaltrajectory can
be g_nerated by applying the resuiting guiclar,ce law to a mathematical moae]
consisting of the nominal initialstate and the assumed vehicle thrust capability.•
6.5 SU_Y OF ANALYTICAL MODELS
Caps,_le descriptions of the models assumed for the analysis of the Lunar
Landing Phase are given below:
.Tra_ectory Models
Nominal in_tiakaltitude at 20-kilometers to finaAaltitude of 500 raeters.
Two trajectory types are:
a. Constant-thrust gravity turn
b. Approximation to optimum fuel trajectory
S}rstem Modets
Observables
a. Range, range-rate, line-of-sight angle, and angle-rate to
reference pcint (beacon tracking)
b. Altitude, line-ol-sight angle, and two components of range rate
to lunar surface
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Coordinate System
Moon-centered polar coordinates, referenced to target
Guidance Logic
a. Linear predictive guidance
b. Nonlinear modified proportional navigation
6.6 ANALYTICAL APPROAC}-i
The output of the i,_ve=tigatiunin Voluzne IIIis an error anatysis evaluating
the _.ffectscf navigation and contz-clsensor errors on the performance of a
lunar landing vehicle. The backgrour,d analyses required to achieve these
results include such items as generation of nominal trajectories, guidance
specification (gain factors), deterrnination of navigation equations, and
characterization of the control subs,ystern. The outputs of these preliminary
efforts quantitativeiydefine the system to be n-vestigated and are therefore
inputs to the erro-- analysis.
Another input to the error analysis is the sensor errc,r model itself.
Two general types of sensor errors are considered: bias errors and random
or fluctuation errors. The term bias error refers to an ezro£ xvhich is
random over the ensemble of possible missions but which is f:.xedfor any one
member of the ensemble. One can refer to the statisticalcha. acteristics of
bias errors (i.e., the rms value), but the ave_'age is over the ensemble
of missions. Random or fluctuationerrors on the other hand are random
during any single mission as well as over the ensemble of missions.
I
the analytical assumptions used are listed below.
• The analysis is two-dimensional.
• The gravitational field acting on the la;:,-iing vehicle is idealized by the
assumption of a centre] force field; i.e., the entire mass of the moon
is ,_ssumed to be located at the center of the coordinate system and no
c:her forces are considered. The spacecraft's gravitational force on4
the moon is considered negligible. This approximate astronomical
model is considered sufficient for the short-time high-thrust landing
trajectory.
• The moon is considered to be stationary during the performance of the
descent maneuver. The actual rotatxonal displacement (approximately
i I. 5 krn) of the moon during the time occupied by landing is not negligible.
_. However, the coordinate system used for landing navigation is referenced
to a fixed point on the lunar surface. Since this coordinate system
moves with the lunar rotation, the relative motion is zero.
6-12
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There are two basic techniques for performing the actual error analyses.
These are simu]-_tion of the actual nonlinear navigation, guidance, and control
systerr, and simulation of a linearized model of the system. Either approach
can be used satisfactorily for the analysis of bias errors, though simulation
of the nonlinear systero ylelds more accurate results. There is, however,
a definite advantage to linearized analysis for the investigation of random
error effects. The reason is that ensemble statistical results can be obtained
directly by means of linear analysis, whereas Monte Carlo techniques must
be used to evaluate nonlinear systems. Mcnte Carlo analysis involves making
a l_ultitude of simulation runs with differeat random error records on each
run. The result is an ensemble of terminal errors which is analyzed to
determine ensemble statistical characteristics. If more than one source of
random error is present, the required statistical analysis becomes quite
complex.
On the basis of factors considercc above, it was decided that bias errors
should be evaluated by simulating their effect on the performance or" the
actual nonlinear system. Random errors, however, are analyzed i.'_terms
of ensemble statistical averages and linearized system models.
,: 6- 13/.6-14
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7. LUNAR ASCENT
7. i INTRODUCTION
A comparison of typical pe,-ered trajectories used to land on tl,e moon and
to ascend from the moon to rendezvous indicates a similarity between the two
phases in that the time and velocit) histories in each Fhase are almost exactly
the same but _n reverse sequence. This simi_.ariLy can be misleading, how-
ever. if one assumes that the guidance problem from the two phases is simi-
lar. The problems are not sim__!ar for the two phases, pr.marlly due to the
different end points of each, as will be discussed be;ow.
In the Landing Phase, the landing vehicle must start with some initial esti-
mates of position and velocity (i.e., orbital information) which a e referenced
to the assumed lunar model and then guided to a target whose ceordinates are
not known perfectly. Thus uncertainty in target positioi_ makes the use of
target-referenced measurements and coordinates desirable for fine accuracy.
However, in the Ascent Phase both the initial estimate (of the launch site) and
the desired ballistic trajectory are referenced to Lhe same astronomical
model. In other words, in the Ascent Phase it is assumed that attainment of
a particular trajectory is sufficient, since active rendezvous techniques
(Section 8) wil! be used to make up for initial uncertainties as well as guidance
inaccuracies in the Ascent Pha_e. It is assumed that no measurements
between the ascending vehicle and the orbiting vehicle will be made, since it
is desirable that the ascent guidance be autonomous so that the vehicle may
ascend from the surface at any time, if required.
Another unique chara_-teristic of the Ascent Phase is that the initial state
estimate (position and velocity of the launch site) must be obtained while the
spacecraft is on the lur.ar surface. Although a more leisurely determination
may be allowed, certain accuracy problems arise due to possible anomalies
in the moon's composition which cannot be averaged out because the vehicle
zemalns at the same spot. Th,:s surface position determination problem is
discussed in paragraph 7.5.1.
In the Ascent Phase, it will be assumed that all nominal trajectories are
two-dimensional and coplanar. This is the situation which will exist when the
launch site is in the plane of the target vehicle's orbit. However, the _rror
analysis itself is three-dimens'c,._al, o error components perpendicular to
the nominal orbit plane are considered.
I
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7.2 MISSION PROFILES
Three mission profiles were assumed to be applicable to the problem oi
launching a vehicle from the surface of the moon into a trajectory which is
cortvenient for rendezvous with some orbiting vehicle. These three mission
profiles are illustrated in figure 7-1. In figure 7-1(a), the lunar launch
vehicle thrusts all the way so that nominally at boost cutoff the positions and
velocities of both the launching and orbiting vehicles are identical. In figure
7-1(b} the boost engine is cut off when the launching vehicle position and
velocity are such that the resulting ballistic trajectory is on a rendezvous
=ourse with the orbiting vehicle. In figure 7-1(c) the launch vehicle is sent
into an orbit which is nominally coplanar with the terget orbit but at a lower
altitude. Transfer of the launching vehicle to the higher Orbit is accom-
plished by reigniting the launch engines at some point L 2. In both figures
7-1(b) and (c), the ballistic phase of the ascent consists of a Hohmann trans-
fer (180-degree) ellipse. Although this particular type of transfer trajectory
is not necessarily optirnJm, it was used in this study to determine the maxi-
mum _.ffect of sensor errors.
It should be noted that in figure 7-1(c) the Ascent Phase is independent of
the targetin: vehicle, so that _h_ re._dts of analysis of this case are directly
applicab, e to me Froblem of launt_ing a vehicle into a lunar orbit in a non-
rendezvous situation.
The following paragraphs discuss some of tl_e importan¢ aspects of each
type of ascent.
7.2.1 All-l_owered Direct Ascent
P_endezvous with an orbiting vehicle can be accomplished by thrusting the
launch vehicle continuously m_til its position and velocity coincide with that Of
the target vehicle. Some features of this method compared to the other two
.mission profiles are immediately apparent. First, the weight cost of this
method is greatest since, in ?eneral, weight in orbit is increased by using a
high-thrust, short-duration trajectory rather than a lower thrust and longer
time. S_cond, _he tLme rec,uiredto achieve a rendezvous is shortest. FinaLly,
this method of achieving readezvous is expected to be 1east sensitive to sensor
errors, although itis quite sensitive to l_unch timing _rrors.
All-powered ascent to rendezvous is not completely unreasonable from a
weight standpoint. For instance, this method would be expected to achieve
smaller terminal errors than launch to a ballistictrajectory, thus resulting
in a possible fue.lsaving in the terminal rendezvous phase. Thus, although
this method of ascent to Iendezvous is not necessarily optimum, the sens,_r
requirements for this ca_,eare analyzed.
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7.Z.Z Ballistic Direct Ascent
In the ballistic direct-ascent trajectory assumed in this study, the launch
engiue cuts off at a 30-kilometer altitude when its velocity is that which will
send ti;_. vehicle on a Hohmann transfer ellipse (180 degrees) to rendezvous
with the torget vehicle at 200 kilometers altitude. This trajectory and the
all-powered _rajectory are at opposite extremes, since the ballistic trajec-
tory is a minimum-energy/maximum-time transfer. However, teunch
_iming requirements are expected to be just as critical and in addition,
errors which exist at engine cutoff will propagate over 180 degrees of _.rc,
thus growing larger than errors in the all-powered case.
7.2.3 Ascent to Parking Ocbit
In the parking orbit method, the launching vehicle thrusts into a 30-kilo-
meter circular orbit somewhat later than it would for a direct launch. It
coasts in this orbit untilthe central angle difference between the two vehicles
is correct for injection into a Hohrnann transfer ellipse, at which time the .-
appropriate velocity impulse is added.
The use of an asc-_.ntrajectory to a 30-kilometer circular parking orbit
Obviously relaxes requirements on launch timing, since the different angular
rates of the target vehicle (at Z00 kilometers) and the launch vehicle will
allow time for the two vehicles to achieve the proper angle relationship for
rendezvouS. However, it should be pointed out that when the launching
vehicle is injected from the parking orbit .;ntothe transfer trajectory, the
timing of _his injectionis important. Thus, use of a parking orbit does not
completely _-_emove the timing requirements f_c.zsuccessful rendezvous;
rather, itpostpones the need for precise timing from surface launch to injec-
tion from the parking orbit and makes these timing errors less critical.
7.3 TRAJ_;C £ORY GENERATION
In this subsection some of the factors which influence the computation of
the nominal trajectories used in this study are discussed.
7.3.1 Trajectory Characteristics
In subsection 7.2 the target orbit is assumed to be in a 200-kilometer
circulax"orbit, and for both the direct ballisticascent and the ascent to park=
ing orbit booster cutoff occurs at 30 kilo_neters. The Z00-kilometer target
orbitwhich was ct,osen for consistency with the other phases of the analysis,
represents a reasonable figure i_r a manned lunar mission. The 30-kilo-
meter cutoff altitude w_.s based primarily on safety considerations; i. f_., the
lower this cutoff can be made, the more efficient is the launch; but obviously
there must be a lower limit due to launch and terrain Dr=Llems. ina_ i_',':._r
limit was chosen as 30 kilometers.
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In both the direct ballisticmethod and the launch to parking orbit, itis
assumed that the transfer trajectory between the 30-kilometer altitudeand
the Z00-kilometer altitudeis a Hohrnann transfer ellipse. Naturally, tb;.sarc
could be made shorter, but the 18f_-degree transfer is one which minimizes
fuel at the expense of terminal errors. These errors can be c-_pectedto be
greatest when boost cutoff errors are propagated over such a _.ongarc. Thus,
the assumption of a Hohrnann transfer is convenient for _nalysis, since the
complete range of sensor requirements is bounded by the all-powere.d case as
one extreme (maximum energy/minimum time) and the cases involving the
HohmazLn transfer as the other extreme.
Finally, all trajectories were assumed to be two=diinensional; i.e., the
launch site lies in the plane of the target orbit. This is certainly a desirable
case from the standpoint of fuel savings, due to the cost o_ r,,axinga plane
change. It is feltth=t this assumption is justifiedby (1)the primary intent
of the study, which is to determine the sensor requirements and {Z) the three-
dimensional e_ror aualysis in which all error components are considered.
7.3. Z Payload Optimization
In allthree ascent modes, the nominal powered trajectories generated
are approximations of the trajectories which result from an op_imurn steer-
ing program for a constant-thrust vehicle. Assume that itis desired to
achieve a circular orbit at some altitudeabove the lunar surface with some
f/xed thrust magnitude. Since launch position, launch velocity, thrust, and
orbital altitudeare all fixed, all that needs definitionis the orientation of
the thrust vector as a function of time. Ithas been shown (Ref. 7-I) that the
optimum weight in orbit results from use of the so-called "I/near tangent"
steering program, which is defined by the following equation:
tan _b= a - bt (7-I)
where _ is the angle between the thrust vector and the initialhorizontal
dilection (see figure 7-Z), t is time from launch, and a and b are constants
determined by optimizing the trajectory for a _iven set of desired boundary
conditions with a particular-thrust and burning rate.
The optimum thrust-to-weight ratio is inversely related to the orbital
altitudedesired (Ref. P-Z). For low-altitude lunar orbits itwas found that
the powered flightrequired a total AV only about 10 percen" greater than
the magnitude of the desired orbital velocity. Thus it can be seen t..atuse of
a constant thrust program (rather than some on-of/or variable thrust pro=
gram) is reaso,,_ble from a fuel standpoint and is desirable for simplicity,
both in the analysis and in the actual mechanization.
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Figure 7-Z. Force Diagram of Lunar Ascent Trajectory
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7.3.3 Equations of Motion
The equations which describe the motion of a thrusting vehicle in a
central-force gravitational fieldare as follGws:
•" _X T cosX = - -- +
R_ m (7-2)
•" aZ T sin _'Z - •
R 3 m
where _ is the gravitational ccnstant and the other quantities are illustrated
in figure 7-Z. Substitution of the steering program (equation 7-1) _n equation
7-Z yielcls the equations of motion for the optimized boost trajectory as sho_:-n
in Ref. 7-3. However, some approximations have been made in the equations
which result in order to obt_n trajectories which are similar to the optimized
trajectories but for a simple r mathematical form. These approximation
methods are discussed in gr._ater d_tail in Ref. 7-1.
7.4 SYSTEM MODEL
In Section 3, it was shown that a guidance system is completely specified
by definition of its Navigati,_n, Guidance Logic, and Control subsystems, where
Navigation is the determin_tion of the vehicle state and Guidance Logic and
Control are required to alter the vehicle state. The following paragraphs
discuss the factors that were considered in selecting the element_ of hhe -
guidance system model us,._d in this stuff/.
7.4.1 Selection of Obser_'able_
The techniques which might be used for guidance of a lunar launching
vehicle can be classified _:cording to the observables required as foUows"
Guidance Type Observable
Preset None
Command Radioed steering signals
Homing Range, range-rate, angle or angle-rate
from target vehicle
InertLal Accelerations in inertial system
Celestial Angle, range and velocity measurements
referenced to c_lestial axes
Of the mothods listed above, preset, command, and homing were elimina-
ted _rom consideration immediately. Preset guidance (i.e., following a pre-
set steering program.) is evidently not sufficientlyaccurate. Command and
homing guidance are undesirable since they are not autonomous methods.
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The choic_ between inertial and celestial guidance l_ a little more difficult
to resoive since either methcdrnigh _.be sufficicnt. However, it was 7elt that
since inertial equipment would be on board the vehicle in any case, i_ would
be desirable to use Cuts equipr_eu_ for navigation and guidance during the
Ascent Phase without ocher observables, if possible. Thus, in the
analysis IVolume HI) of the Ascent Phane, it was assumed that the sensed
inputs to the guidance system during flight consisted of measurements ot the
accelerat_.ons in the three orthogonal directions determined by an inertial
referenc_ system and measurements of time. At launch the observables con-
sist of the tlme and n-easurement of the direction and magnitude of _c
gr_;-l_? vector (_ragraph 7.5.Z).
7.4 z _orr,'_nal Syster_ Configuration
To define a mathematical model of the system for analyzing sensor requ_rc-
m_r.t_, it is r,ecessary to be more explicit in defining the guidance sub-
system_, for ascent than was the case for other phases. The system chosen
for t!ns study is an inertial system based on a gimbaled stabilized platform.
Thr_e single-degree-of-freedom gyros orthogonaUy oriented on the platform
c_Labli_h a space-fixed reference system. Three linear accelerometers
orien*.ed alo_:g the reference axes are used to obtain velocity and position
-,4__.lua the reference system. The heart of the inertial guidance system is the
gimba_.'d platform with its associated gyros and aceelcrometers. The
platform, gyros and accelerometers constitute the boost sensor equipment.
The navigation and guidance for the lunar ascent is performed in a non-
rotating reference frame located at the center of the moon. This reference
is assumed to be equivalent to an inertial reference in the analysis, since the
orbital motion of the moon during the ascent does not introduce any measur-
able errors into the guidance system. The orientation of the gyros and
accelerometers with respect to the navigational reference frame and the
boost tra3ectory is shown in figure 7-3.
The stabilization of the platform as previously described is performed by
three sir.gle-degree-of-freedom _yros. The analysis is different Lf tWO 2-
degree-of-freedom gyros are used. However most recent guidance systems
have employed single-degxee-,_f-freedom gyros.
The error analysis (Volume Iii) is not dependent upon whether or not rate
gyros or integrating gyros are used.
As previously stated, a specific type of mechanization must be chosen if
an error analysis is to be performed. An alternate method of inertial guidance,
the gimbaLtess system, could be chosen. In such a system the accelerometers
are not fixed in the navigational coordinate system but have a fixed orientation
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elong the axes of the vehicle. To obtain relative position and velocity infor-
mation, the accelerometer signals must be transformed into the navigation
coordinate system. To perform this operation, a transforrnatlon matrix
which replaces the isolation gimbals of the stable platform must be deriw:d
in a computer from knowledge of the attitude rate of the vehicie relative to
the naviga_1ona) reference.
Tbe gimbahess system eliminates the weight and errors associated with
the stable piatform. However, the additional computational requirements
dictate a larger and more co:nnlex computer. The predominant error sources
in the gimballess system _re the gyros, since gyro drift and gyro torquing
error_ ca, cause the vehicle to depart from the nominal trajectory. The
p,'ese-'.tsL;_te(' the art of gyre design is such that the errors associated with
a gimballess system are comparably larger than with a gimbaled system. In
a gimbaled system the gyros operate in very narrow parts of their linear
ranges in conjunction with high-gain servo loops. In a gimballess system,
rate gyros are norm_lly as_d. Tkese rate gyros must operate over a much
greater range, and as all gyros have a finite linear range, there is consid-
erable difficulty in producing a gimballess system with all-attitude capabilities
that has Operational errors comparable to those of a gimbaled system. There-
fore the gilnJaled system was chosen for the lunar ascent analysis.
7.4. 3 Guidance Logic
It is not the intent of this study to develop optimum guidance laws for the
lunar Ascent Phase but instead to concentrate on determination of sensor
requirements. In fact, the error analysis used in this study is not a function
of the guidance logic used. However, a brief dischssion of applicable guid-
ance concepts is given to indicate the nature of the guidance problem.
As previously mentioned, the position and velocity of a vehicle at thrust
termination are needed to determine its resulting ballistic trajectory. These
requirements are independent of the type cf gui lance used. The most gener-
• ._..
ally used technique for .,T..is_iieguidance is based on the "required veAou_"
concerti The basis of this concept is that at each space-time point along the
powered flight path, a requi_-ed velocity vector can be computed -'hich will
make the resulting ballistic trajectory satisfy certain prescribed guidance
constraints,
Two of the more common types of guidance equations are based on the
required velocity concept. These are explicit guidance eauations and delta
guidance equations, in explicit guidance, the equations of motion are solved
analytically to determine Qtcering commands. [n delta guidance, linear per-
t':rbations __bo_ some nominal trajectory are utilized to generate the steering
commands.
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The two guidance methods differ in several _mportant practical aspe.:ts.
Exphcit guidance cquatlons are complicated because they are nonlinear, but
they require a mlmmum of precomputation. For delt_ guldance thc reverse
is true.
7. 4. 4 Ascent Rocket Peformance
h_ the analysis of the Ascent Phase, It Is assumed that rocket englne
performance Is perfect during boost, i.e., there exlst no steering errors,
tlme lags or cutoff timing errors. This assumption is maoe because of the
study goals, (i.e., to determine boost sensor requirements, not engine per-
formanc__ rpquirements). This _ssumption enables the error analysis to be
made independently of the guidance loglc used, since engine performance is
consldered ideal in any ca_,.-.
7.5 ANALYTICAL AP]PROACH
7. 5. I Summary of Trajectory Models and System Model
The primary inputs of this volume to the analytical work Ln Volume ILl are
the mathem-_tical models )f the trajectories and systems which are used for
analysis of sensor requirements. The featu=es of these models are listed
in summary form below:
Nominal Trajectories System Model
I. Direc _ powered ascent to Z00- 3 single-degree-of-freedom inte-
km circular orbit, grating gyro and 3 linear accelerom-
eters mounted en inertial platform.
II. Powered ascent to 30-kin alti- T/W ratio optimized for desired
rude followed by ballistic orbit.
Hohmann transfer ellipse to
200-krn circular orbit.
ILl. a. Powered ascent to 30-krn
circular parking orbit fol-
lowed by Hohmann transfer
ellipse to 200-krn circular
orbit after time delay.
ILl. b. Same as Ilia except that
150-kin parking orbit alti-
tude is used.
A block diagram of the assumed system model is shown in figure 7-4.
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Figure 7-4. Block Diagram of Inertial Guidance Mechanized
in Rectangular Coordinates
7.5.Z Launch Szte E_rors
For an inezdal system, the launch site coordinates serve as the initial
• a_, information sensed by the inertial devicesposition estimate A/so, since ,I
is referenced to thi_ initial estimate, the accuracy which can be achieved in
determining the launch site is of critical importance, since launch site position
errors maybe ahmiting factor on guidance system Derformance, rather tha,_
sensor accuracies. Thus, launch site location accuracy is considered an
important part of the analysis of the A.cent Pha_e.
Ultimately, the problem reduces to the determination of the local vertical
and the lunar radius at the launch site. Determination of the lunar radius in
turn depends upon measurement of the local gravitational field. For naviga-
tion purposes, the local vertical is the radius vector from the crigin of the
selenocentric coordinate system extending tl--,rough the launch site. The lunar
oblateness, the centripetal acceleration and gravity anomalies cause discrep-
ancies between the plumb line vsrtica! and the local verical as defined
above. For navigational purposes, some estimate must be made of the
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magnitude of the position errors at the launch slte. Initlal est1_nar.cs of t,le
lunar oblateness and rotational effects Indlcate that these two factors may not
bc signiflcant. The main contribution to deviations in determination of the
local vertical will probably be caused by gravit_r anomalies.
Determination of the magni'ude of the radius vector depends on comparing
the measured value of gravity at the launch site with the mean lunar gravity.
Insight into this problem can be gained by conslc!ering a slmilar situation
on the earth. In determinir.g positions of survey points on the earth , it is
necessa_y to consider the points as lying on some mathematical surface such
as a spi'.ere cr ellipsoid "_hich is taken 0_ representative of the shape of the
earth. However, the actual shape of the earth is qtute Irregular, and only an
approxima:ion of its shape can be made. Therefore the first step in defining
some represen_-ative sLape for the earth is to determine the geoid, which is
definedas a su_ -ace which is c_erywhere normal to the iorce of gravit/.
Ordinarily such a surface coincides with the mean surface of the oceans.
Since the maximum value for the acceleration uf gravity occurs at the
surface of the geoid, the deviatlon of the magnitude of gravitation from that of
the geoid allows computation of the local r_dius vector. "[hus, the g._oid is
used as a working reference to define a mathematical surface representative
of the shape of the earth, and the radius of _e earth at any point can be
determined by measuring the acceleration of gravity at that point.
The problem of deterrnining locatlon points on the moon is _imilar, but
_e difficulties may be greater. The fur.at surface has no convenient
z_ference such a_ an ocean. It is possible to determine the shape of _he
solenoid (the lunar counterpart of the qeoid) from orbitin_ satellites. From
this initial determination, a reference surface can be defined for navigational
purposes. Then the navigation problem is greatl,/ simplified if, after a lunar
la_ding, a measurement of the lunar acceleration of gravi*y can be made and
fro,_nthis measurement a determination of the lunar radius at the landing
site can be made.
In this study, the expected error in position coordinates at the launch ._ite
is based on similar errors on the earth. This expected error is calculated
on the basis of present knowledge of the moon. It is assumed that a lunar
reference surface will be determined prior to the time of this mission. The
error expectation at the launch site is based on the co,,servative assumption
that the knowledge of the lunar surface and associated lunar parameters at
the tirr._ of the mission will not be any more extensive than what is known to-
day. It is possible that prior to the lunar mission in question, the surface of
the moon including the landing site will have been mapped using hig}, definition
photography techniques. Experience on the earth has shown that a high-
altitude photograph enlarged to a 1:50,000 ratio will allow positions to be
determined to within a fe_v metezs. If such were the ca_e, the error in the
launch site determination could be sharply reduced.
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7.5.3 Error Analysis
The procedure used for determining sensor requirements (in Volume LII)
consists of an error aa_alysls in which normalized integrals of the thrust
acceleration components are used in conjunction with error coefficients for
the various sensors. These normalizedintegr-.Is are time functions of the
nondual thru_ acceleration components. Since only four trajectories are
anaJyzed, a digital computer program is not required, and results are
generated by analytical methods.
At this point, some of the assumptions made in the error analysis are
summarized. The nominal trajectory is two-dimensional, but the error
analysis made i_ three-dimensional. It is assun,ed that the rocket motor per-
formance is perfect; i.e., no bteering mechanization errors, control lags or
cutoff timing errors occur. Finally, it is assumed that the lunar gravitational
field can be represented by a central force fxeld for the analysis if not the
actual system. This last assurnptJon is sensible for parametric analysis, since
errors will propagate in approximately the same manner in the central force
field as in the real physical situation.
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8. LUNAR RENDEZVOUS
8. I INTRODUCTION
The problem formulation for the analysis of Lunar Rendezvous is differ-
ent from those developed in the previous sections for several reasons:
a. Two vehicles are invo, ,od.
b. Rocket operation might be e-(_,ected to be on-off rather than continuous
(as in powered descent and ascent), or short-duration, high-thrust (as for
ballistic flight).
c. Although guidance errors in the rendezvous procedure will not neces-
sarily result in disaster, the correct performance of the rendezvous is
critical from the standpoint of fuel econo..-qy.
In this study it is assumed that the rendezvous maneuvering is done by
only _ne vehicle; thus this vehicle (the "chaser") has an active role while the
other vehicle _the "target") is passive.
The analysis done on the rendezvous problem is tv,o-dirnensional, This
simplifies the analytical formulation of the problem andyet provides results
which are v_lid for three dimensions, since sensor accuracies sufficient for
in-plane measurements should prove sufficient for lateral or out-of-plane
measurements.
8. Z MISSION PROFILE
8. Z. I Direct and Parking Orbit Modes
The ascent to rendezvous can be performed by direct ascent from the
lunar surface or by first ascending to a parking orbit and then thrusting 'he
chaser into a rendezvous trajectory. These two methods are illustrated xn
figure 8- I.
Of the two methods, use of the parking orbit has the advantage that the
different velocities of the two orbits provide time for the chaser to phase
8-1
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Figure 8= I. Direct Ascent and Parking Orbit Rendezvous
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properly with the target v_hicle for the rendezvous maneuver, thereby opening
up the launch window for ascent from the lunar surface. The use of an inter-
mediate parking orbit is the only rendezvous method considered in this section,
since the direct-ascent is treated in the Lunar Ascent Phase (Section 7).
8. Z. Z Nominal Geometry and Subphases
The nominal initial rendezvous geometry assumed for this study conqists of
a target vehicle in a circular orbit at Z00-kilometer altitude and a chaser
vehicle in a circular orbit at 30 kilometers. The nominal Z00-kilometer
altitude for the target vehicle is consistent with the _est of the study and can
_,e considered typical for lunar missions. The 30-kilometer parking orbit
a_ltit_de was considered to be the lowest-altitude orbit which can be achieved
safely. (A relatively low-altitude parking orbit is d_.sirable, since its Ligher
velocity allows the chaser vehicle to catch up most rapidly with the target
vehicle).
Circular orbits are used for analysis although the actual orbits might be
nearly circular ellipses. However, the slight deviations from circular
position and velocity will not cause errors to propagate in a radically differ-
ent manner from error propagation in a circular orbit.
The trajectory traveled by the chaber between the two orbits is referred
to as the transfer orbit. In this study, the 180-d_.gree or Hohmann transfer
method ,_ used because of fuel considerations; the Hohmann transfer is the
minimum-energy two-impulse transfer between orbits. This transfer
method is illustrated in figure f_-Z. At point ! _n impulsive change in the
horizontal velocity of the chaser is made to send it into an elliptical trajectory
having a periselenum of 30 kilometers and an apsele-um, of ZOO kilometers.
At R the tangential velocity is agai_ increased to place the chaser coorb_tal
with the target. However, due to errors in the trajectory injection at I, sore _.
active maneuvering by the chaser will be required prior to point R to ensure
that the proper terr,__inal conditions (range and range rates) are achieved.
This active maneuvering begins at A when the chaser-to-target range has
decreased to Z5 kilometers.
The rendezvous mission profile shown in figure 8-Z is divided into four
sequential subphases: (1) Injection; (Z) M.idcourse (Coasting), (3) Active
Rendezvous, and (4) Docking. A brief discussion of each subphase fellows.
8. Z. Z. 1 injection
The injection maneuver is tt,ned to occur when the chaser vehicle, on the
basis of target and/or lunar measurements, is properly phased with the
target for the Hohmann transfer rendezvous maneuver. The chaser chert
imparts the velocity increment (i 38 meters per second) required to achieve
the transfer orbit.
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Figure 8-Z. Mission ProfiLe for Lunar Rendezvous
8. Z.Z. Z Midcourse (Coasting)
This baJ1isticsubphase begins in_mediatel 7 a/ter the injection maneuver
and continues until active rendezvous maneuvering begins. Injection i5
assumed to be performed with sufficientaccuracy so that no corrective
maneuvers are required of the chaser du.,:ingthe midcourse subphase.
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8. 2. Z. 3 Active Rendezvous
When the chaser-to-target range has decreased to approximately 25 kilo-
meters, the chaser begins active maneuvering to close with the target in a
prescribed manner. The active phase continues until the range has decreased
to the assumed standoff range of approximately 50 meters with nearly zero
relative closing velocity.
8. Z. g. 4 Docking
The docking subphase consists of the terminal phase of rendezvous; i. e. ,
the operation of bringing the two vehicles from the standoff range into actual
physical contact. In this study it has been assumed that at such short rang.2s
visual observation and manual control are superior to automatic control.
Since this stud_ was not specifically concerned with man-in-the-loop guidance
operatioxis, the docking subphase was not considered,
8.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Control of both injection and active rendezvous is assumed to be from the
chaser vehicle. Further, since manned docking is considered beyond the
scope of this study and no active control is performed during the midcourse
subphase, only the injection and active rendezvous operations are analyzed.
b.3. 1 Injection
Since the injectionmaneuver initiatesthe rende_;vous procedure, any
errors occurring in the applied velocity at injectionare propagated _._ongthe
transfer orbit, thereby resulting in deviations or errors near the polnt of
rendezvous. Ifno errors occurred at injection, there would be no require-
ment, theoretical/y, for the active rendezvous phase, since no errors
would exist at the nominal rendezvous point and only a single impulse would
be required to place the chaser co-orbital with the target.
Observables upon which the injection c&n be based are: k
• Altitude
• Velocity
• Relative range
• Relative range rate
• Attitude {pitcb and yaw)
• Central angle
• Timing
• i,mlination
8-5
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Injection errors may develop as a consequence of inaccuracies in measure-
ment of thee, e observables or in execution of the velocity pulse, the resultant
errors being introduced in position, velocity vector, a_ld time.
In the analysis of the rendezvous procedure, the navi_at;on requirements
for determining the orbits of the chaser a._d the target prior to injection are
not zonsidereci but the orbital parameters are assumed known. Therefore,
only the effect of the injection errors, rather than their cause, will be con-
sidered, in order to determine the level of error which can be tolerated.
8. 3. Z Active Rendezvous
The principal area oi interest i_ this study is active rendezvous; i. e. ,
that portion of the mission during which the chaser performs maneuvers to
close with the target vehicle to within a short sta_,d-off range (approximately
50 meters) at zero velocity. _tlis maneuv, ring is necessary because of
injection errors which result in co=dltions that are nomdeal for the intended
Hohmarm transfer.
Th,2 primary aim of this study is to obta, _ sensor requirements. To
obtain these requirements, a model system is formulated to determine the
performance obtained with different sensor combinations and varying levels
of sensor accuracy. Since the Lunar Rendezvous Phase involves closed-
loop guidr_nce techniques a guidance system of this type is employed to
determine the effect of sensor tolerar, ces. This sytem and the associated
control system are defined in the next subsection. The systems are not
necessarily optimum for rendezvous but are considered typical _nd useful
for analysis of sensor requirements.
8.4 GUIDANCE SYSTEM MODEL
The system model is considered representative of a rendezvous guida_ ce
system. The use of a guidance system such as described in tPis subsection is
not necessarily advocated for use in an actual system; the choice is made
to provide an analytical model for determination of sensor requirements.
Con,.plete specification of the guidance system mode[ requires description
of the fua_.ctio_-_lblocks shown in figure 3-I. Thus, in the following para-
gr_phs the navigation (observables) guidance logic (control commands) and
control (control implementation) functions assumed as a system model are
described.
8.4. 1 Navig,ation
8.4. I. 1 Observables
The guidance system chosen is a hybrid system in which the sightline rate
in the vertical d_zection is nulled, while a phase-plane relationship of range
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vers_s ran2e l'ate is Jsed to dcfi**c guidance logic for thrusting in the longi-
tudinal direction.
Because the r,'ndezvous problem is one of determining and controlling the
relative (position and velocity) between the twc vehicles, observables which
yield this informatio._ are requi_ed. They include the relative range, range
rate, line-,_f-sight angle, and angular rate between the vehicles. Since the
study used is two-dimensional, only one component of line-of-sight angle and
angular rate is used. In an actual three-dimensional case, however, both an
azimuth component and an elevation component of these quantities will be
required.
Although nc particular meth3d of obtaining the range, :ange rate and angle
rate is specified, -he measurements of these quantities are assdrned to he
contaminated by nols_ of Gaussian d=stribution centered about the true value.
The contaminated measurements are processed through a digital 3:noother
prior to being used for control purposes. The digital smoothing process is
described in detail in Volume I_, Section 6.
,m,
Y {cATERAL)
Z (VERTICAL) /
x /
"___ ACTIVE RENDEZVOUS
/ 1750B-V B - 65
7 ' ' '
Figure 8-3. Coordinate System for Active Rendezvous
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8.4. l.Z Coordinate Systems
The coordinate system used in th_s stud,/ is an inertial system centered
at the chaser. This system is locked at time t[ - the time at which active
rendezvous begins - with the X axis along the line-of-sight ano the Z axis in
_.hegeneral direction of the local vertical. The system is then space-stabi-
lized in thi_ orientation for the duration of the active rendezvo,_s phase and
used to define the normal and longitudinal thrusting of the cnas_;r. This
procedure is possible because of the relatively constant orlentation of the
line -of-;ight with respect to inertial space during the actlve rendezvous phase.
8.4. z Guidance Logic
Tile guidance logic is different for each of the two coordinate directions
(X = longitudinal and Z = vertical) considered in thls study. In the vertical
direction, thrust comn_ands are generated which w_/l null out line-of-slght
rotations. At a distance R, the vertlcal velocity about the target is glven by
Re, where e is the line-of-sight. The rocket thrusting time required to _ull
out this error is given by:
cla l
wh_.re a is the acceleration {assumed constant) provided by the vertical
z
l
rocket motor and (3-- 0.9 to allow for undershoot. In this study, it is assumed
that a is a bi-level {coarseandvernier) toprovide finer control atshurt range.i z
Other ground rules to inhibit rocket firiug due to input noise are also applied.
The guidance logic used in the longitudinal (X) direction is illustrated in
figure 8-4, which is a phase-plane plot of range and range-rate alsng the
, longitudinal axis. Using the assumed maximum acceleration capability of the
vehicle (a ) as a guide, a pair of parabolic curves, corresponding to constantX
accelerations less thana , can be drawn. These curves represent limits on
Z
the combination of _ange and range-rate, which determine when thrusting
should be performed. In figure 8-4, the parabolic curves with a larger nega-
tive slope correspond to a more rapid (and more dangerous) closure rate.
Use of a lower slope curve corresponds to a safer, more leisurely approach.
As in the vertical control mode, a vernier region is provided to allow for
fine control.
The equation describing the desired parabolic curve of the phase-plane of
the longitudinal axis is as follows:
IAl>JKilR-Rfl {i--l, 18-2
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Figu:e 8-4. Guidance Logic ior Lunar Rendezvous
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where R is the standoff range and K. describes the phase-plane slope (l = Ii
for the lower acceleration boundary; i = Z for the upper acceleration bound-
ary).
When the trajectory intercepts the upp_; switching boundary, the rccket
f_ring time is computed:
tF : c( - KJR - Rfl + I .1)
I%1
v.,herc C = I.7 for some measure of undercontro[, fhrust is then shut down
when the trajectory is driven to the lower acceler._tion boundary.
8.4. 3 Control
The control system assumed in the study is the ideahzed case of a per-
fectly accurate rocket engine wlth no time lags or other errors. Al_hoagh
th_ re_u'ts thus obtained are not exact, by eliminating control system errors
attention is focussed upon she guidance system sensitivity to sensor require-
ments ._nd data smoothing, which are of prlmary concern in the study.
8.5 ANALYTICAL APPROACH
This subsection consists of a capsule description of the trajectory and
system models developed in the previous sections and the analytical criteria
employed in Volume I!I.
8. 5. l Analytical Models
The-trajectory and system models used in analyzing rendezvous in Volume
Ill are a:,follows:
Trayzctory Model
Chaser initially in 50-kilometer parking orbit uses Hohmann transfer
(180 .tegrecs) to attain 200-kilometer orbit of target, Actlve rendezvous
beg,ns at 25-kilometers chaser-to-target range and continues untzl zero-
velocity s_3ndoff at 50 meters separation, two-dimensional.
Systen. Model
: • Observ._.bles - range, range-rate and angle rate
• Data processing - all raw data is digitally smoothed
• Guidance logic - thrust commands to null out line-of-slght vertlcal
component, follow phase-plane parabolas in longitudlnal component
• Control equipment - assumed perfect
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8. 5. g A,,alytical Criteria
The goals of the study were to deterzn_ne sensor accuracies required at
rendezvovs injection and for the active rendezvous phase. Since the ass'a_nptlon
of perfect control makes an error correctable, a propellant consumption
criterion was applied to determine the level of sensor errors that can be
tolera d.
It is arbitrarily stipulated that no silgle 3c injection error shall re,_ult in
more than a g0-percent increase in the Av (incremental velocity) over the _\"
required for both velocity pulses of the Hohmann transfer when zero errors
are imposed on the se--._or measurements during ._ctive rendezvo.q. The
allowable 3a level of any given set.set n,e_surement error shall be that
which requires no more than a 50-percent increase In Av over the nominal
l-lohmann transfer, A given injectlon error is used on all runs in determining
allowable sensor errors, thereby providing a common basis for comparison.
8- 1/8-1z
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APPENDIX A
EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND ASTRONOI_,LICAL CONSTANTS
The gravitational field acting upon a spacecraft can generaliy be deter-
mined by the following vector equation for the "n-body problem":
}IrR n [ R___. R
I_ =- vr / .--v, --ri ]
,3 _ _'i (I)
--vr [Rvr ' z l 'R ,,'[Rri[l= It_vii 3 3
th
• where R is the position vector, _i is the gravitation_l constant of the i
planet, and the subscripts v and r refer tc the vehicle and ;he planet at which
the reference coordinate system i_ located. Thus, specification of the gravi-
tational constants _i and the distances between planets completely specifies
the gravitational field. The values used as references in this study are listed
below:
Earth gravitational constant _ = 3.9_6135(I014) m3/sec2
e
3
= 4.898Z(I0 Iz) m /sec ZLunar gravitational constant _m
3
Sun gravitational constan_ _ = I. 3Z53(I0 Z0) m /sec ZS
Earth-moon distance (assu, ned R - 38Z, 830 km
constant) em
Earth-sun distance (assumed R = I.4953(I08) km
constant) e s
The formulation of equation 1 assumes thaz each of the n attracting bodies
consists of a spherical, homogeneous massive body. The values used for the
radii of the earth and moon are as follows:
Earth radius r = 6355 km
e
h4oon radius r = 1718 km
m
, A-l
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Actually, equation I ,s an ideahzation of the tr,le physical s__tuation in which
t!: __attracting bodies are not exactly spherical, nor is their mass uniformly
distributed. Thus, the gravitational attraction of real bod,_es cannot be exactly
reFresented by a point source and equatio.-_ I is not exact.
The effect of an assumed tri-axial figure of the moon was ¢o'_sidered only
in See;ion -_, Volume III, which is the analysis o(the lunar pay_in_ orbit and
de_cent. The equations of motion for this c._se are derived in Aprer, dix 6 of
Volume V.
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